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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) is devoted to the expansion
and dissemination of knowledge about earthquakes, the improvement of earthquake-resistant
design, and the implementation of seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives
and property. The emphasis is on structures and lifelines that are found in zones of moderate to
high seismicity throughout the United States.

NCEER's research is being carried out in an integrated and coordinated manner following a
structured program. The current research program comprises four main areas:

• Existing and New Structures
• Secondary and Protective Systems
• Lifeline Systems
• Disaster Research and Planning

This technical report pertains to Program 3, Lifeline Systems, and more specifically to water
delivery systems.

The safe and serviceable operation of lifeline systems such as gas, electricity, oil, water, com
munication and transportation networks, immediately after a severe earthquake, is of crucial
importance to the welfare of the general public, and to the mitigation of seismic hazards upon
society all large. The long-term goals of the lifeline study are to evaluate the seismic performance
of lifeline systems in general, and to recommend measures for mitigating the societal risk arising
from their failures.

From this point of view, Center researchers are concentrating on the study of specific existing
lifeline systems, such as water delivery and crude oil transmission systems. The water delivery
system study consists of two parts. The first studies the seismic performance of water delivery
systems on the west coast, while the second addresses itself to the seismic performance of the
water delivery system in Memphis, Tennessee. For both systems, post-earthquake fire fighting
capabilities will be considered as a measure of seismic performance.

The components of the water delivery system study are shown in the accompanying figure.
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Program Elements:

Analysis of
Seismic Hazard

Analysis of System
Response and Vulnerability

Serviceability
Analysis

Risk Assessment
and Societal Impact

Tasks:

Wave Propagation, Fault Crossing
Liquefaction and Large Deformation
Above- and Under-ground Structure Interaction
Spatial Variabiltty of Ground Motion

Soil-Structure Interaction, Pipe Response Analysis
Statistics of Repair/Damage
Post-Earthquake Data Gathering Procedure
Leakage Tests, Centrifuge Tests for Pipes

Post-Earthquake Fireflghtlng Capabiltty
System Rellabiltty
Computer Code Development and Upgrading
Verification of Analytical Resu~s

Mathematical Modeling
Socio-Economlc Impact

In this study, an approach for the analytical solution of wave propagation in three-dimensional
solids has been extended to a half-space subjected to finite dislocation representing fault rupture
from an earthquake. With specified rupture area and dislocation speed, analytical solutions of
the ground motions at the surface, or near the surface, at specified distances from the rupture
are calculated. Using the results at specific ground surface stations obtained analytically for a
given set of source parameters, appropriate transfer functions can be obtained through time
domain system identification techniques to represent seismic wave transmission between the fault
rupture and ground station. This should then permit a definition of spatially varying ground
motions useful for lifeline studies.
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A.BSTR~CT

A hybrid deterministic and stochastic method is developed to estimate the

spatial variation of seismic ground motions which is necessary for the analysis and

design of lifeline systems. An analytical model for wave propagating through a

three-dimensional half-space is first proposed to evaluate the ground responses.

The incoherent slip over a fault plane is then represented by an autocorrelation

function of the dislocation velocity, from which the source motion is modeled as a

random process specified by a power spectral density function. To separate the

path effect from the source effect, a multi-degree-of-freedom system is chosen as

the "substitute system" which is characterized by the equivalent transmission

eff,ect to the deterministic wave propagation model. The frequency transfer

function of the substitute system is obtained through system identification. 'With

the resulting transfer function of the system and the given power spectral density at

the source, the power spectral density of absolute and differential ground macions

can be estimated.

The results obtained through the model are compared with the field data

from an actual earthquake recorded at a dense strong motion array. The analytical

results should be applicable for the seismic response analysis and design of

pipeline systems.
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SECfION I

INl:RODUCIlON

1.1 Introductory Remarks

Tne spacial variation of seismic ground motions is necessary for th:: proper

design and analysis of lifeline syStems. LifeLine sYStems, such as oil and gas

pipelines, water diStribution sy~ems, as well as communication and transportation

net",l,·orks. offer varying needs far a modem city. Once their performance are

inter7"\.lpted during an ea,,-,lquake, the influence to the safecy and hea[e,h of the

public could be ve.ry significam.

One obvious diffe.rence of a lifeline from buildings is that itS length is much

great:::- chan itS ather dimensions. Therefore, the seismic excications along me a.xis

of a lifeline should noc be considered to be coherent motions. Sinc~ the incoherenc

excitations generate the differential motion bern-een any two paintS along the

pipeline axis, it is of particular concern to investigate the damage at the jointS

caused by the relative grolli."1d motions.

To swdy the out--af·phase seismic ground motions, the observations from a

d~~nse array of Strong motion seismographs are needed. The ~T·l (Scrong

M[otion ARray in Taiwan) provides this apporrunicy. The array consisted of 37

triaxial accelerometers configured in three concentric cirdes of radii 0.2 kIn

(Inner), 1 km (Middle), and 2 kIn (Durer). There are twelve equally spaced

Stations numbered 1 through 12 an each ring and one central station named COO.

TItis specially inStaIIed array presentS much information of the spatially varying

seismic ground motions.
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The spatial variation of the selsnuc ground motions recorded by the

SMART-1 array has been extensively analyzed. for example. by Loh. er al. (1983),

Harada (1984) and Loh (1985). The evaluation is entirely based on the field data.

In particular, the focal mechanism of an earthquake from which the recordings are

generated is not considered. and thus the results are applicable only for a specific

earthquake.

For the purpose of presenting a model to StUdy the general spatial variation

of ground motions from an earJiquake art analytic:a.! model to simulate the foc:a.l

mechanism is required. Such a model should account for the rupture process at

the source and che wave propagation through the semi-infinite soil medium.

Similar attempts have been made by Zer-ra, et al. (1985) as well as Suzuki

and Kiremidjian (1988) when both the Stochastic rupture process and the wave

propagation were combined together either to investigate the spatial variation of

ground motions or to estimate the seismic hazard. Zer-ra. er al. (1985) used an

anti-plane shear plus a plane-strain model to simulate the three-dimensional

problem. Suzuki and Kiremidjian (1988) adopted the nonnal mode method to

evaluate seismic ground motions; because no radiation condition at infinity was

considered when the nonnal modes were calculated. an empirical attenuation

faCtor was needed in this approach.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The objective of this stUdy is to develop a three-dimensional analytical model

to determine the characteristics of seismic excitations pertinent to lifelines. The
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seismic ground motions are expressed in Stochastic terms, such as power and crass

spectral density functions of the differential marian. To achieve this goal, the

faulting at the source is described Stochastically and the transmission through the

soil is substitUted by an N-degree-of-freedom system whose output is equivalent to

the wave motions obtained through a theoretical 3-D wave propagation solution in

a half space subjected to a specified rupture process at the focus.

The spatially varying ground motions are then used as the seismic input to a

pipeline to investigate the maximum differential displacements across the joints

represented in terms of the differential response spectra.

Tne validity of the analytical results are examined using empirical results

from field recordings, specifically the SM.A.RT-l array.

1.3 Organization

In Section 2, several models for simulating ground motions induced by

earthquak.es are reviewed. The Haskell kinematic dislocation model is then

described and the analytical ground motions in the transform domain is obtained

for a general f.ault with an arbitrary dip angle.

Section j presents the analytical ground motions In the time domain.

Invl~rsion of the Laplace transform presented in Section 2 is performed with the

Cagniard-de Hoop technique. To validate the resulting solutions, the displace

ments obtained with the model for a vertical fault are compared with those

obt:l.ined by ather methods.

An explicit fonn is proposed in Section 4 for introducing the randomness at

the source. Tne wave transmission effect is simulated by a substitute system, wiu.~
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parameters obtained through system identification. On this basis , numerical

solutions are obtained to simulate an earthquake (Event 5) recorded by the

SMART·l array. The results. in terms of the power spectral density of the

absolute and differential motions. for this earthquake are evaluated and compared

with those obtained from the corresponding field data.

Discrete models of pipelines subjeeu:d to a.-aal and lateral ground motions

are inrroduc=d in Section "5. Pertinent maximum responses of the pipeline

predicced wi6 the analy-cic2! ground motion model are c~mpared wiw.~ correspond

ing results obc.ained for the ground motions recorded in Evenc 5.

Finally, Section 6 presents the summary and major condusions of the

currenc study.

·104 Summary of Notations

A:: •• B::. Cagniard paths in the complex a- and ,B-planes. respeCtively

B, 13 base displacement and velocity of substitute sy~.em. respectively

bp , b: p. and S-wave slowness, respe::rivdy

C:!:_ circular paths in the complex plane

cp • c: dampings of joint and soil. respectively

D, iJ dislocation and its velocity. respectively

Do final dislocation

D.. receiver functions

E error function

Ff1' Fs Laplace transformed elements for an oblique fault
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f source time function

gp, gs phase functions of P- and S-wave, respectively

g'p. ! phase functions for local system (fault)

H Heaviside step function

H, H: frequency transfer functions

h, h. impulse response functions

1p• 1s Jacobian determinants related to p. and S-wave, respectively

ki.. 1 correlation lengm

kj-l correlation time

kp, kg stiffnesses of joint and soil, respectively

L fault length

I separation distance of pipe segments

ML local magnitude

m lumped mass of pipe segment

R Rayleigh function

Ro distance from a station to the corner of a fault

R·· reflection coefficients

r amplitude of position vector in J:'j plane

,sp, Sv, SH source functions of p., SV- and SH-wave, respec.:ively

S' P. v. H source functions of P-, SV- and SH-wave. respectively

S•• power or cross spectral density functions

s Laplace transform parameter

sgn sigma function

Tr rise time in linear ramp-time source func'.:ion
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To

ti, tf

tIn

tIp, tI's

tZh, t3h

t2p, t2's

t3p. t3s

ux , Uy • Uz

Ux. Uy , Uz

v

Vp, Vs

W

.:c, y, z

.:c', y', z'

XC t .:, YC t .:

XI.2, YI.2

Zo

Zl, 2. 3

duration of spreading rupture

initial and fInal times of a record, respectiveiy

arrival time of conical head wave

arrival qrne of spherical P- and S-wave, respectively

arrival time of plane head wave

arrival time of conical p. and S-wave, respectively

arrival time of cylindrical p. and S-wave, respectively

displacement components

Laplace transfonns of displacement components

rupture velocity

p. and S-wave velocities, respectively

fault width

coordinates of global system (half-space)

coordinates of local system (fault)

axial and transverse ground motions at supports, respectively

axial and transverse displacements of pipe segments, respectively

depth of shallowest edge of a fault

generalized displacements in discrete pipeline system

lid, liv, lia differential ground displacement, velocity, and acceleration,

respectively

differential axial and transverse displacements between pipe

segments, respectively

dip angle
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Wo. 1. 2. 3

W., W:

Pl.2

p., p:

e

;, TJ, ~P' ~s

~, , 70 1 70 1

~, 1], \:'p' "s

;., ;:

[c]

[£I], [D']

[De]

[K]

mean value and standard deviation of maximum differential

displacement between pipe segments, respectively

namral frequencies in discrete pipeline system

namral frequencies in multi-degree-of-freedom system

1. Lame potential functions

2. spatio-temporal autocorrelation function of dislocation velocity

elements in modal shape vectors

participation factors in multi-degree-{)f-freedom system

Cagniard paths in the complex a -plane

poles in the complex a-plane

1. argument of position vector in ;cy plane

2. rotation of pipe segment

global Fourier transfonn parameters

local Fourier transfonn parameters

damping ratios in discrete pipeline system

damping ratios in multi-degree-of-freedom system

damping matrix

global and local receiver function matrices, respectively

modified receiver function matrix

stiffness matrix
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[M ] mass matrix

[T] coordinate transformation matrix

{F} ground excitations to pipelines

{ ~. 2. 3} modal shapes

f F Fourier transform of a function f

f FF double Fouri~r transform of a function f

J one-sided Laplace transform of a function f
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SECTION 2

A:.~-A.LYTICAL GROU·l'l-.o MOTIONS IN' TR.-\.o"fSFO!U"y! DOM.-UN

2.1 Review of Earthquake Source Models

Seismologists generally agree thae ear..hquakes (particularly shallow ear..h

quakes) are produced by a sudden rupture in the ear-..h's crust caused by the

release of acctlJ."TIu[ared Strain initiared at a palm on a geologic fauk Tn: rupCl..!!"e

spr~ads ov~r u.'1e fault St.;.;f2:~ and shearing motions de'lclop behind u'1e rupCl..!!"e

franc. The rupture will e',e:-:cually ~op either because of a Stron~ barrier or simply

due co u.'1e Lck of sufficie:1t suain energy, and u1e ensuing shearing motions

throughout the source region ceases. Another rupture might start again at some

other point on the faule surface. To theoretically represent such an ear-u1quake

source mechanism, dislocation fault models, in which an earthquake is initiated by

.1 discontinuous displacement on a fault plane, have been introduced. Such

dislocation models may be divided inco kinematic and dynamic models.

For fully dynamic dislocation models, the slip within a crack has to be

e~stimated as a function of the suess drop (the pre-exis-Jng tectonic shear stress

minus the dynamic frictional stress) and the velocity of the crack boundary is

governed by a fracrure criterion (suess-intensity factor, energy release rate, or

ma.,i~.....-:: stress). In other words, the stress drop is considered as the driving

f<Jrc~ of an earthquake rupture and the motion of the ruprure fram is then

determined by certain physical relations between suess concentration and material

strengt.~.
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Because of the lack of information regarding stress drop and material

Strength, the slip has frequently been specified empirically. In kinematic disloca

tion models, the fInal slip is often assumed to be constant over a fault and the

evolution of the ruprure front is modeled as a unilateral or bilateral motion of a

dislocation with a constant velocity.

There have been many investigations on determining the seismic source

parameters from the analysis of observed records and the prediction of ground

motions excited by a simplified source mechanism through an idealized medium.

The analyses of seismic ground motions using various source models and the

methods of solution can be classified as follows:

(1) Dislocation model

(a) Type: strike-slip or dip-slip,

(b) Length of fault: infinite, semi-infinite or finite,

(c) Shape of rupture front: rectilinear or curvilinear,

(d) Slip function: kinematic or dynamic.

(2) Medium

(a) Dimensionality: 2-D anti-plane shear, 2-D plane strain or 3-D,

(b) Region: full-space or half-space,

(c) Property: uniform or layered.

(3) Method of solution

(a) Green's function,

(b) Equivalent body force,

(c) Generalized ray theory,

(d) Cagniard-de Hoop,

(e) Self-similar potential,
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(f) Discrete wave number,

(g) trfixed boundary integral equation,

(h) Finite difference.

An extensive literature review can be found in Luco (1986).

Strictly speaking, the motions at the ground surface generated by an

earthquake of fault rupture origin involve wave propagations in a three

c:imensional half-space. The three-dimensional problem has been approximated by

two-dimensional solutions; namely an anti-plane shear plus a plane-strain solution

(e.g., Seyyedian-Choobi and Robinson, 1975). Tne anti-plane shear model in a

half-plane corresponds to a strike-slip rupture, whereas the plane-strain model

kads to a dip-slip motion. In both models, the responses are independent of the

coordinate in the out-of-plane c;~-cction. In other words, such an approximation

implies the assumption that the rupture surface is infinitely long.

Comparisons of two- and three-dimensional solutions in infinite media have

been presented by Boore and Zoback (1974) and Geller (1974). Boore and Zoback

(1974) compared the three-dimensional solution of Haskell (1969) for a vertical

strike-slip fault with a solution for a two-dimensional gliding dislocation model of

finite length and concluded that, for near-field stations, the wave forms may be

insensitive to the rupture length, but the amplitudes of the motions are not. Geller

(1974) conducted similar comparisons and found that both solutions are almost

identical until the arrival of the P-wave from the edge of a three-dimensional

rupture of finite le1'!gth.

In earlier stUdies, the effects of the free surface were approximated by

doubling the amplitudes resulting from the response of a full-space. Anderson

U976) found that r.l-Jis approximation is valid only for the case when the angle of
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incidence at the station is less than a specified value. In addition to the above

restriction for amplification of waves, the other major deviations arise from the

appearance of the Rayleigh and head waves in a half~space.

As for the method of solution, the synthesis of Green's functions is the most

common approach to evaluate the ground motions caused by a fault dislocation,

because the formulation of the response is straightforvtard as long as the Green's

functions are available.. However, fonnidable numerical efforts are required in

evaluating the Green's functions and the resulting convolution integrals. 1"1

general, the response obtained by this approach involves a spatial integral of the

point source solution over the whole fault plane either directly in the time domain

(Kawasaki, 1975; Anderson, 1976; Hartzell, et al., 1978) or in the frequency

domain followed by the necessary Fourier inverse transform (Levy and Mal, 1976).

Luco and Anderson (1983) adopted the equivalent body force representation to

calculate the ground responses in the transform domain. in which the dislocation

over a fault plane was converted to a set of equivalent body forces using the

representation theorem introduced by Burridge and Knopoff (1964); the responses

were then obtained by solving the inhomogeneous wave equations subject to the

homogeneous boundary conditions at the free surface. A detailed review of the

generalized ray theory can be found in Paa and Gajewski (1977). Basically, the

Laplace transform response is expressed as the sum of several tenns in this

analysis. Each term represents the contribution from a particular ray and contains

only the product of a source function, a receiver function, and a phase tenn. Chen

(1981) used the generalized ray theory to analyze the ground responses induced by

a non-propagating dislocation fault. Furthermore, each ray can be evaluated

directly and exactly by applying the Cagniard-de Hoop technique (de Hoop, 1960)
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to obtain the ground :·~"ponses in the time domain. Madariaga (1978) proposed

the same technique to invert the transform and found an exact solution of

Haskell's model in an unbounded medium. The application of the generalized ray

the:ory is as straightfonvard as that of the Green's functions; moreover, the

application of the Cagniard-de Hoop technique reduces the computational efforts

significantly.

There were also approaches to analyze the wave field induced by an extended

fault embedded in a layered half-space. One of these is to represent the response

in the frequency domain as a double integral over the two horizontal components

of the wave number. Bouchon (1979) introduced the discretization over the !:\Vo

wave numbers in an elastic wave field.

For dynamic dislocation models, Das (1980) presented a method of "7:txed

boundary integral equation to determine the displacements and stresses ";:1 the

crack plane for a three-dimensional dynamic shear crack of arbitrary shape

propagating in an infinite medium. A finite difference technique developed by

Vlrieu.x and Madariaga (1982) was adopted for dynamic shear cracks and a

ma:<imum stress criterion was used to determine the rupture propagation.

Achenbach and Harris (1987) applied dynamic fracture mechanics to analyze the

strong ground motion excited by subsurface sliding cracks.

A three-dimensional kinematic dislocation model in an elastic half-space will

be presented in this study to simulate an earthquake and the resulting ground

motions. Similar models were proposed by Chen (1981) as well as Luco and

Anderson (1983). Chen (1981) considered the rupture velocity to be infinite,

whereas, in Luco and .A..nderson (1983), the rupture front is initiated at infinity so

that the results are applicable only for near· field ground motions. To be more
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realistic for determining the spatial variability of ground motions, the source

mechanism of an earthquake is modeled by a shear fault of the Haskell type

(Haskell, 1964) with fInite length and fInite rupture velocity.

·2.1 The Haskell Model

The Haskell model is the earthquake source model mast widely used for

simulating seismic observations (Haskell, 1964, 1969; Aki, 1967, 1968; Kawasaki,

1975; Anderson, 1976; Geller, 1976; Israel and Kovach, 1977; Maca.riaga, 1978;

Bouchon, 1979; Tanimoto, 1982; Yeh, et at., 1988). This model assumes a

rectangular fault of length Land widtI1 Was sho\'Y11 in Fig. 2.1. A dislocation li..r1e

aver the width W appears at one edge of the fault plane and propagates at a

constant rupture velocity v until it suddenly stopS at the other edge. Tne slip may

be longitudinal (along the direction of rupture propagation) for the case of a

strike-slip fault or transverse (normal to the direction of rupture propagation) for

the case of a dip-slip fault. Tne dislocation amplitudes are assumed to be identical

across the width in bath cases. At the end of the rupture process, a con5!aI1t

dislocation remains on the source area. Tne Haskell model is also adopted in the

present study. First, the analytical ground motions in the Laplace transform

domain excited by a horizontal Haskell fault are obtained. Then the results are

extended to the case of a general fault with an arbitrary dip angle. The resulting

ground motions in the time domain are discussed in Section 3.

2.2.1 Horizontal Fault

Assume a horizontal fault at a depth of z = zoo For the case of a strike-slip

fault, w"1e boundar: conditions on me fault ptane are
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uix, y, z, t)
Do= - sgn(z-zo)Jtt) [H(y) -H(y- W)]
2

• [H(x) - {H(To- t) Hex -vr) + H(r - To) H(x -L)}], (2.1)

uy(x, y, z, t) = 0,

'rr:Cx, y, z, t) = 0;

whereas for a dip-slip fault,

uxCx, y, z, t) = 0,

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

uy(x, y, Z, t)
Do= - sgn(z - zo) fCt) (HCY) - HCY - W)]
2

• [H(x) - {H(To- t) H(x - vt) +H(r - To) H(x - L)}], (2.5)

'r:;(x, y, z, t) = O.

In the foregoing equations,

Do = the magnitude of the dislocation,

sgn = the sigma function,

f = the source time function,

H = the Heaviside step function,

To = L / v = the duration of the spreading rupture.

(2.6)

In the following sections, the ground motions excited by a strike-slip fault are

described in detail. Results for a dip-slip fault are listed, where necessary, for

reference.

After expanding Eq. (2.1), i.e.,
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H(~) - {H(Ta - t) H(x - vt) +H(t - To) H(~ - L)}

= {H(x) - H(~ - vt)} - H(t - To) {H(~ - L) - H(~ - vt)}, (2.7)

the total field response (J7) may be 'WTitten as the superposition of the field

response (jO:) for four identical quadrantal dislocations shifted in sp~ce and. time,

h . F' 2? .as s own In 19. ._, l.e.,

fT(~, y, Z, t) = A~, y, Z, t) - far..~, y - W, Z, t) - H(t - To) A~ - L, y, Z, t - To)

+H(t-To)Ax-L,y- W,z,t-To),

where r is the response subject to boundary conditions (2.2), (2.3), and

DouAx, y, z, t) = T sgn(z - zo) fCt) H(y) [H(x) - H(x - vt)]

Do x= T sgn(z - zo) fCt) H(x) H(y) H(t - -;).

By applying the Helmholtz decomposition, the wave equations are

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

where if; , X and 1/1 are the potential functions corresponding to P-, SH- and

S''V-wave, respectively; vp 3~d Vs are the P- and S-wave velocities, respectively.

In order to solve the wave equation, e.g., Eq. (2.10), the one-sided Laplace

transform over t and t.1e double Fourier transform over x and y are employed. The

corresponding transform pairs are
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4>(x, y, Z, 5) = J</il;t:, y, z, t) e-" di,

o

4>(x, y, Z, t) = 2,~ Jf(x, y, Z, 5) e" tis,

Br

and

<Xl <Xl

¢7F(~,Tf,Z,S) = f f ¢(x.,y,z,S) e-s(iS-rt-iTJJ) d:r:dy,

_CD_CD

0:: 0::

4> (X, y, Z, 5) = 4~ Jf ¢'F(~, ~, Z, 5) <,(I«"'1Y) d~d~;
-QQ-=

where:

s = the Laplace transform parameter,

Br = the infInite Bromwich line,

;, 1] = the Fourier transform parameters.

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

By solving the transformed wave equations with the quiescent initial condi

tions, the radiation conditions at infmicy and the boundary conditions on the fault

plane, the transformed potential functions are

_=_a:I
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f(~,y, Z,s) (2.18)

-QO-QO

rp(~, y, z, s) (2.19)

-ca-a::I

where:

AS) = the Laplace transfonn of the source time function fCt),

~J =bJ+;2+ rl. j=p, S,

bj = l/vj, J = p. s.

The three source functions Sp, Sv and SH, which are related to the transformed

Lame potential functions in a full-space as shown in the preceding equations, are

completely detennined by the specified source mechanism, i.e., the boundary

conditions on the fault plane. and can be expressed as

Sp(;, 7], s) 2i~

Sv{~, 7], s)
1 - i;(~; + ;2 +rf)

(2.20)=
€~.(;2 + rf)i1/(i; +b)

SHe;, 7], s)
- ib;7]
~Z+rf

for a strike-slip fault, and
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Sp(~, '1, s) 2i'1

SV(~, '1,s)
1 - i11(e + ~2 + "z)

(2.21)=
E~s(~2 + "z)iT/(i; +b)

SHe;, 11, s)
ib;;

;2+rf

fClr a dip-slip fault, in which b = l/v and € =- sgn(z - zo).

The displacement components are the spatial derivatives of the potential

ftmctions, i.e.,

a¢ ax a2T/J
Ux = -+-+--

ax ay OXOZ '
(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

With Eqs. (2.17) through (2.19) and (2.22) through (2.24), the transformed

displacement is

ut(r, y, z, s)

·_CD_CD

where:

subscript i = ,t, y or I,

D:,rJ =the receiver function, J = P, V. H.
I
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The receiver functions relate the Lame potentials to the desired responses at the

field point in the full-space. The physical interpretation of Eq. (2.25) is that the

transformed displacement at a receiver contains the three types of waves generated

at the source multiplied by the corresponding receiver functions, which account for

the wave propagation effects in the Fourier transform domain. The matrix form of

Eq. (2.25) is

fIxCx, y, Z, s) a:> a:> Sp(;, Tf, s) e-sgp

fIix, y, z, s)
Do!~s) f f [DJ Sv(~, Tf, s) e-sgs d;dTf,= 8:rb;

fI:(x, y, z, s) -=-:a SHe;, Tf, s) e-sgs

(2.26)

in which the source functions are given in Eq. (2.20) or (2.21), and the receiver

function matrix is

i; ~€~s iTf

[D] = iTf i7J€~s -i; (2.27)

e:~p ;2+rf 0

2.2.2 Oblique Fault

In the above section, the source functions are obtained for a horizontal fault

plane and the receiver functions are valid for waves propagating through an

infinite medium. For waves propagating in a half-space, the free surface effect of

the ground should be considered. If the ground surface is taken as horizontal, the

source functions for an oblique fault is also needed.

Fig. 2.3 shows the coordinate system of the half-space, i.e., (x, y, z), and the
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Figure 2.3 Coordinate Systems of Half-Space and Fault
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fault. i.e.• (x'. i, Z'). The fault strikes in the x' -{jirecrion. and the dip angle d is

measured from the horizontal plane. Tne slips in the x' - and i -{jirections

represent the strike-slip and dip-slip motions, respectively.

Tne local coordinate system (x'. y', t) can be transformed to t::~ global

coordinate system (x, y. z) through the following relation,

L~J = [T] { :: }

in which the coordinate transformation matrix [TJ is defined as

(2.28)

[T] ==

1

o
o

o 0

coso - sino

sino coso

(2.29)

The transforms for the displacements, in the global coordinates, are shown in

Eq. (2.26). In the present case, however, the source functions are unknown.

The transforms for the ground motions, in terms ef the local coordinates, are

similar to Eq. (2.26), and may be expressed as feHows,

- (' I I ) S'p(~' , T( ,s) e-s~'f1Ux ' x ,y ,Z ,s = =

- (' I , )
DJ(s) f f [D'] s'v(f, TJ', s) e-s~'s dfd7(, (2.30)u.y' oX ,y . z ,s == 8rb;

- (' I , ) -ca-CD S'H(~' , TJ'. s) e-sl
IUrI oX • Y•Z • S

in which g'j = ~/jlz'! - if;:;' - i7J'y'. j == p, s. The source and receiver functions are

glven in Eqs. (2.20) (or (2.21)) and (2.27). respectively, but with me gIobar
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coordinates (.:c, y, z) replaced by the local coordinates (.:c', y', z'), the global

transform parameters (S, 11, ~) replaced by the local transform parameters (~', 11',

~/), and €! =- sgn(z/).

'With the equivalent phase functions, L.e., g/j = gj. j = p, S, the transform

parameters are related also by

(2.31)

The coordinate transformation matrix [T] also gives

(2.32)

Substituting Eqs. (2.26) and (2.30) inca Eq. (2.32), the source functions carre-

sponding to a general fault with an arbitrary dip angle d are determined by

Sp e-rsp S' e-rip 1p p

[D] Sv e-rss = [T] [D'] S'v e-rs's Is

SH e-r~ S'H e-l~'sir

in which If is the Jacobian

a;' ar-
€.'~/

~(~', 11'; ~f 11)
ag a11

= =
a11' a11' E~j

ag ~

(2.33)

(2.34)
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After lengthy manipulation of Eq. (2.33), the source functions for an oblique

Haskell fault can be given as follows:

Sp 2;T/ 2i;
E~p

Sv
iT/' U;' +b) [

-2~ sino +
- ~(~ +;2 +rf)

cos 0]. (2.35)= ;z+rf €~s(;1. +rf)

SH
b;(;1. _~) - ib;T/
E~A;1. +rf) f "- + 11""

for a Strike-slip fault; and

Sv

SH

~; +rf
€~p

1 [ g1. +2-rr
= iT/' (i;'+ b) -;2 + rf

b;;T/

sin 20 +

2iT/

- iT/(~; +;2 + rf)
€~s(;2 + rf)

b;;
;2 +rf

cos 20], (2.36)

for a dip-slip fault.

To determine the ground motions excited by a wave propagating through a

half-space, the boundary conditions at the free surface, i.2., ru = rry =ru =0 at

z = 0, should be considered in determining the receiver functions. The resulting

receiver function matrix is modified as

i; + i;RPP - ~~RPV ~~s - ~~sRW+~RVP 2iT]

[DO] = iT]+iT]RPP-iT]~sRPV iT]~s-iT]~sRw+iT]RVP -2i;, (2.37)

~p _ ~pRPP + (;2 + rf)RPV (;2 +rf) + (;2 +rf)RW _ ~pRVP 0

in which RPp
, RPv, RVP, and RW are the reflection coefficients, which represent
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the ratios of the amplitudes of the reflected waves to those of the respective

incident waves.

In Eq. (2.37), each element in the receiver function matrix contains contribu

tions from both the incident and reflected waves. Far example, as shawn in

Fig. 2.4, when a P-wave is generated at the source, the incident P-wave, the

reflected P-wave and the reflected SV-wave are all detected at the receiver, and

assembled in the first element in Eq. (2.37). Far the reflected waves, the degree

of contribution to the displacement component at the receiver is determined by the

reflection coefficients and the original receiver functions, i.e., Eq. (2.27), which

are associated with the type of wave arriving at the receiver. By substituting the

reflection coefficients in terms of the transform parameters, the modified receiver

function matrix is then expressed as

- 4ib;~~p~s

- 4ib;7J~p~s

- 2ib;~~sC~; +;2 + rr) 2i7JR

- 2ib;7J~s(~; + ~2 + rr) -2i;R (2.38)

where the Rayleigh function is

(2.39)

Finally, the transforms for the ground motions excited by an oblique

dislocation fault are

uix, y, 0, s) .., GO Sp(;, T'f, s) e-rKp

uy(x, y, 0, s)
DJ(s) f f [D"] SV(~, 71, s) e-f~ d;dT'f . (2.40)= 8rb;

u;(x, y, 0, s)
_a:J_CC

SH(~' T'f, s) e-rgs
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Figure 2.4 Incident and Reflected Waves at a Receiver
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Substituting Eqs. (2.35), (2.36) and (2.38) into Eq. (2.40), the transforms for the

displacements become

_CD_CD

where the vectors {Fj}, j = p, S, are swnrnarized in Appendix A.

Inversion of the Laplace transform, Eq. (2.41), is necessary to obrain the

ground motions in the time domain.
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SEerION 3

Ai'(ALYITCAL GROUND MOTIONS IN TIM:E DOM:...uN

3.1 Introduction

In the previous Section. Eq. (2.41) gives the Laplace transform for the

analytical ground motions. To obtain the responses in the time domain, a special

inverse transform method is needed. An effective method for this purpose is the

Cagniard technique (Cagniard, 1962). Tne main idea of the Cagniard technique is

to assign the phase function in Eq. (2.41) to the time variable t and L1en inver! the

Liplace transform by direct inspection. A transformation was introduced by de

Hoop (1960) to simplify the Cagniard technique when NlO transform parameters,

e.g., ~ and 7J in- Eq. (2.41), are involved. In fact, the assign...uent of gp or gl to t

represents a hyperbola, which is called the Cagniard path, in a complex plane

after the de Hoop transformation has been employed, and conStitutes a COntour

induding the original integral path in Eq. (2.41). In addition to the Cagniard path,

the contributions from the poles within th.: contour and from the branch cut should

be: included in evaluating the integral of Eq. (2.41) by the residue theorem. The

exact inversion contains a sum of single integrals and algebraic terms. Each term

contributing to the ground motion is identified as a specific wave.

Consider a general term in Eq. (2.41),

(3.1)

_=_m
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where Fj is one element in Appendix A and the Rayleigh function R is given in

Eq. (2.39). After applying the de Hoop transformation,

{
~ = ia cos e - q sin e,
1] = ia sin e + q cos e,

in which· ose=x/r, sine=y/i, and r=r+T, Eq. (3.1) becomes

(3.2)

V(x, y, 0, s) = ~ " J[J (- z) F e-S(~j=oMr) ]
., L ('''' b)(' J J: r . J:) da dq.8.T j : p ,s lq+ !TJcos(j+~jsm(jR

-::g - ieo

(3.3)

The mapping of ~jZO + ar to t represents the Cagniard paths L±l or L±s in the

complex a-plane, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Also shown in Fig. 3.1 are the branch

cuts, the branch points, and the poles. By the residue theorem, the integration of

Eq. (3.3), which is taken along the imaginary axis of the complex a-plane, is

replaced by the integration along the Cagniard path plus the contributions from

any poles within the comour. No contributions from the circular paths C±1 or C±s

are included as their radii tend to infinity. Two possible poles, a1 and a2 in

Fig. 3.1, are located inside the contour. They are the roots of i~ + 1/ v =°and

i1] cos 0 + t;j sin 0 =0, respectively.

3.2 Inverse Laplace Transform

3.2.1 Cagniard Path Contribution

Let VI (x, y, 0, s) be the contribution from the Cagniard paths, i.e.,
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(3.4)

After interchanging the order of integration, the inverse Laplace transform of VI

could be determined by directly inspecting the integrand. VI (x, y, 0, °t) is a proper

single integral with respect to q, and itS exact formulation is listed in Eq 0 (B.!).

3.2.2 Branch Cut Contribution

If the vertex of the hyperbola, I ±:, is located on the right side of the branch

point associated with the P-wave, the Cagniard path L±: must be indented around

the branch cut, Le., L±h, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Tnis case occurs when

TIRo> bplb;, and constitutes the other type of wave, namely head wave or

SF-wave. Let V1Js(x, y, 0, s) denote the contribution from this indented path, i.e.,

D '" (- £) F; d(Jir

= _0 L J[J dt -sr dtJ d
8;r2j:p,: (i~+b)(i7Jcoso+~sin6)Re q.

- CD k:h

(3.5)

The interchange of the order of the integration is also needed to take the inverse

transform. The exact fonn of U1Jt (x, y, 0, t) is descnoed in Eq. (B.2).

3.2.3 Pole Contribution

Let U; Cx, y, 0, s) and u; Cx, y, 0, s) be the contributions from the poles (Jl and

(Jz, respectively. For the pole (Jl being inside the contour shown in Fig. 3.1, it is

required that x > 0 and q2 > q~.j in which
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R2 -.2 ., .,
o=~ +'1 +ZQ.

Then, the contribution from the pole al is

U;; (.t, y, 0, s)

Let q =ia and apply the Cagniard method again to obtain U; (.t, y, 0, t). Fig. 3.2

shows the Cagniard path A=J corresponding to the mapping of ~jZO + aIr = t, the

associated poles, .the branch points, and the branch cuts in the complex a-plane

for y > 0 and v < Ct. For y < 0, the contours are located in the left-half of a-plane.

In the~ case of the subsonic rupture, i.e., v < cs, no contributions from the poles and

the branch cuts are involved when the integration paths of Eq. (3.6) is replaced by

the Cagniard paths A±j because no poles are located inside the contour and no

branch cuts intersect the Cagniard paths, as shown in Fig. 3.2. For the transonic

and supersonic ruptures, the contributions from the branch cuts should be

considered. The complete representation of U2 (::c, y, 0, t), i.e., the contributions

from the Cagniard paths A±p and A±s, and U2Jt (::c,y, 0, t), i.e., the contributions

from the branch cuts, are listed in Eqs. (E.3) and (B.4), respectively.

The necessary condition for the pole az lying within the contour shown in

Fig. 3.1 is that y > 0 and y' > O. Tnerefore, the contribution from the pole az is
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...

(3.7)

where

0'2 sin d + ~i sin Beos d

~j

Let q = - if3 and apply the Cagniard method once more. Fig. 3.3 shows the

Cagniard paths B±j associated with the mapping of ~jZO + 0'2T =t in the complex

P-plane for x > O. The Cagniard path B±s, the indented path B±i1, and the

corresponding branch cuts are shown in Fig. 3.3(b) only for the case of

bp/bs > sin 6/ h - cos2 Bcos2 O. The various contributions from the indented path

B ±i1 for other cases will be induded in the final formulation. Let U3(x, y, 0, t) and

lhlt (x, y, 0, t) denote the ground motions from the Cagniard path B±s and the

indented path B :i:It, respectively. These formulations are listed in Eqs. (B.5) and

(B.6), respectively.

3.3 Analytical Formulation

From the preceding sections, the ground displacement in a specific direction,

i.e., the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (3.1), can be evaluated as

(3.8)

Ea.ch tenn in Eq. (3.8) is expressed explicitly in Appendix B.

Similar results have also been obtained by Yeh, et al. (1988) a...'1d Wang

(1988). Comparing Eq. (2.41) with Eq. (3.1), the transform for the ground
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displacement in the i-direction is given by

Ui(x, y, 0, s) =J(s) U(x, y, 0, s).

Therefore,

t

",(x. Y. O. t) = Jf(t - r) U(x, y. 0, r) dr.

o

(3.9)

(3.10)

in which fCc - r) is the source time function and U(x,y, 0, r) is given by Eq. (3.8).

Two special cases of the source time function can be identified, for which the

ground motions may be obtained direCtly from Eq. (3.8) without the convolution

integral of Eq. (3.10).

(1) Step-time source function:

fCt) = H(t).

The Laplace transform of such a source time function is

fls) = 1
s

Then, from Eq. (3.9),

Ui(X, y, 0, t) = U(x, y, 0, t),

where Ui(X, y, 0, t) is the ground velocity in the i-direction.

(2) Linear ramp-time source function:
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j(t) = I 0,

tiT"
1,

t S 0;

0< t < Tr;

T, S t;

(3.14)

in which Tr is the rise time. In this case,

and

As) =
l-e -sT,

T.
~ ,

rS""
(3.15)

uiCx, y, 0, t)
Vex, y, 0, r) - H(r - Tr) U(x, y, 0, t - T,)

=-------'---~--'--:-_---=-
T,

(3.16)

where Ui(X, y, 0, t) is the ground acceleration in the i-direction.

Eq. (3.10) gives the groWld motion only fOl' one quadrantal dislocation, as

shown in Fig. 2.2. The total ground motion generated by an oblique rectangular

fault is given by

uT(x,y,O,t) = Ui(X,y,O,t;zo) - Ui(X,y-WcosO,O,t;zo+Wsino)

- H(r - To) Ui(X -L,y, 0, t - To; zo)

+ H(t - To) Ui(X -L,y - Wcos 0,0, t - To; Zo + Wsino), (3.17)

where uT(x, y, 0, t) is the total ground displacement in the [-direction and

Ui(X, y, 0, t; zo) is given by Eq. (3.10).

The rupture is assumed to propagate unilaterally along the fault plane, as

indicated in Eq. (3.17). However, the principle of superposition may be applied

far the case of a bilaterally propagating rupture. Furthermore, the generalized ray

theory can be extended systematically to analyze the ground responses excited by a
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dislocation fault in a layered medium. The validity of the analytical ground

motions is examined in the following case studies.

-3.4 Case Studies

In order to investigate the difference between the ground motions obtained by

the half- and full-space models, Anderson (1976) examined the ground displace

ments induced by a shallow vertical fault with either a strike-slip or dip-slip rupture

using the method of Green's function. With this method, a four-fold integral mus""

be evaluated approximately by a numerical method. One integral is associated

with the fonnulation of the Green's functions which are applicable to a point

source as developed by Johnson (1974) with the Cagniard-de Hoop method. The

other triple integration comes from the Knopoff-de Hoop representation theorem

(Burridge and Knopoff, 1964) for evaluating the response through the convolution

of the dislocation and the Green's functions with respect to one temporal variable

and two spatial variables.

In Anderson's quadrature, several schemes were applied to reduce the

random and systematic errors, that may be introduced from the multiple numerical

integration. In contrast, only single integrals are needed in the current StUdy, as

shown in Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2). Therefore, the numerical evaluation in this study

should greatly reduce the numerical work and increase the accuracy of the results

relative to those of Anderson (1976). Moreover, UzJr. =UJ =UJJr. =0 in Eq. (3.8) for

the case of a vertical rupture with subsonic rupture motion.

To appraise the correctness of the analytic formulation developed in the

present study, two cases from Anderson (1976) are used for comparison. The

schematic diagram of the station and the fault is shawn in Fig. 3.4. In each case,
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two sets of ground displacements are evaluated for strike-slip and dip-slip motions,

respectively. Linear ramp-time source function and unilateral rupture are assumed

in both cases. The common values of the parameters are as follows:

P-wave velocity vp = 6 km/sec,

S-wave velocity VI = 3.4 km/sec,

Fault length L =5 kIn,

Ruprure velocity v = 3 km/sec,

Final dislocation Do = 1 ern,

Rise time T, = 1 sec,

Station (x, y) = (7.5 km., 1.5 kIn).

Two different cases are examined with the following parameters:

Case I:

Fault ·width

Focal depth

Case II:

Fault width

Focal depth

w= 3.3 kIn,

d =3.8 kIn,

w= 1.2 kIn,

d =1.1 Ian.

An epicentral distance of 7.65 Ian is the same in both cases, whereas Case II

represents a shallow earthquake, in which the surface wave is dominant.

The comparisons are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, which demonstrate good

agreement between the two stUdies for different response components, types of

ruprure, and fault locations. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the response of a

full-space was doubled to approximately account for the· free· surface effect. This
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--- Present Model

• Anderson's Solution (doubled full-space)
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approximation is not valid especially for a shallow dip-slip fault, as shown in Figs.

3.5 and 3.6.

The effect of rise time - The rise time, Tr , to reach the fInal slip at each

point in a fault plane during an earthquake is probably the parameter most difficult

to estimate. To investigate its effect, consider a vertical square fault with

Strike-slip motion. For simplicity, the fault length L and width Ware assumed to

be equal to the focal depth d. A station is located at a di~t2nce of 5d from the

epicenter, and the epicentral direction is 30° from the fault orientation. Tnree

dif{erent values of the rise time, i.e., Tr =Uv, O.5Uv and O.25L1v, were examined.

Tne P-\vave velocity Yp is 13 Vs corresponding to Poisson's ratio of 0.25, and a

rupture velocity of Y = 0.9vs is assumed. The results are shown in Fig. 3.7, where

the non-dimensional ground accelerations, adz/Do';;, along and normal to the

strike direction versus the non-dimensional time, tvrJd, are plotted, in which a is

the ground acceleration and Do is the fmal slip. From Fig. 3.7, it can be seen that

as the rise rime decreases, the duration also decreases whereas the peak accelera

tion increases. For the limit case of Tr = 0, i.e., the case of step-time source

function, large values of the ground acceleration occur when the dominant waves,

usually the S-waves, arrive.
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SECTION 4

AJ."l"ALYSIS OF SEISMIC GROUND MOTIONS

4.1 Deterministic Analysis

4.1.1 The Event 5

On January 29, 1981 a large earthquake occurred off the nonheas.em coas.

of Taiwan. Tnis event, cataloged as Event 5, was felt throughout Taiwan and

triggered all 27 strong motion recorders in the SNiART-l array located 30.2 k...11

NNW of the epicenter. The peak acceleration of 0.24 g is the largest acceleration

re:corded by the array during its fIrst four years of operation. Tnis event was

se:Iected for comparison because its focal mechanism has been well described

(e.g., Abrahamson, 1985). It is probably the event, among other events in the

S~YiART-l array, in which most information at the focus has been estimated. In

fact, it is also the event whose recordings have most frequently been analyzed by

adler investigators.

Tae seismic source of Event 5, at a depth of 25.2 kIn, had a reverse

mechanism with unilateral rupture propagating almost from east to west. The

local magnitude was estimated by the Institute of Earth Sciences to be ML = 6.3,

whereas Abrahamson (1985) corrected it to ML = 6.7 by using the Taiwan

attenuation curve, instead of Richter's attenuation curve for Southern california.

f1...mong the 27 stations, the recordings of 7 S"'14tions, whose alignment

~17.5~v) is doses! co the epicentraI direction (N26.2l7\fV) co the CentT2 station
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60.7°SE may be chosen as the fault plane of the mainshock. This estimate of the

fault plane orientation is consistent with the distribution of the mainshock and

aftershock hypocenters.

Rupture velocity - By using the frequency-wavenumber analysis to measure

the phasing of wave fronts of coherent S waves across the S~T·1 array.

Abrahamson (1985) obtained the time-dependem rupture velocity, which is shown

in Fig. 4.4. The inferred rupture speed shown in Fig. 4.4 covers the range of

subsonic and transonic rupture velocities. Abrahamson suggested that two effectS

are responsible for the apparent super-shear rupture velocity; namely, the assump

tions of a constant rupture direction and the laterally homogeneous velocity

strucrure. Since the same assumptions are chosen in the 3-D wave propagation

model of the current study, the rupture velocity in Fig. 4.4 will also be adapted.

Moreover, the model assumes incrementally constant rupture velocities over shore

time increments, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The total rupture length obtained by

integrating the rupture velocity is 17.15 kIn, and the duration of rupture is

5.75 sec, giving an average rupture velocity of 2.98 kmJsec. This average ruprure

velocity is slightly less than the mean rupture velocity of 3.05 kmIsec obtained by

Abrahamson (1985).

Slip direction and amplitude - The rake of 64.3OUP was used in Abrahams

on (1985) according to the focal distribution of the mainshock and aftershocks. No

estimate of the fault offset of Event 5 is available. Some empirical formulas are

listed as foHows.
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!ida (1965), world-wide data:

log Do = 0.55 ML -1.71,

Bonilla (1970), USA data:

log Do = 0.57 ML - 1.91,

Matsuda (1975), Japan data:

log Do = 0.6 ML - 2.0,

King and Knopoff (1968), world-wide data:

log W5 = 2.24 ML - 4.99,

where Do and L are in unit of em. With ML = 6.7 and L = 17.15 kIn, the above

formulas give Do =94 em, 81 em, 105 em, and 78 em, respectively. An average

value of 90 cm is taken as the slip amplitude.

Fault plane dimensions - The fault length is detennined to be 17.15 km by

integrating the time-dependent rupture velocity shown in Fig. 4.4. This rupture

length is less than the 25 km rupture length indicated by the aftershock distribu

tion. It is recognized, however, that aftershocks tend to overestimate the

mainshock fault area (Aki, 1968). Similarly, a value of 6.0 km is taken for the

fault width; the aftershock distribution would indicate a width of 7.9 km. One

empirical formula in Mohammadi and .A.ng (1980) is

ML = 0.932 log Do IW+ 6.456
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which would give W = 4.1 kIn corresponding to ML = 6.7 and Do = 0.9 m.

According to the above estimation, the focal mechanisms and the associated

parameters for Event 5 are sho\\ITI in Fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.6 shows typical analytic

velocity time histories (at station COO) along and normal to the epicentral

directions obtained through the 3-D wave model for the above parameters and the

assumption of a step-time source function. The arrival of the p. and S-waves from

the comers and the edges of the fault results in several abrupt changes of the

analy-cic velocities in Fig. 4.6, which imply relatively high accelerations.

No empirical formulations were available to evaluate the rise time. Hence,

three values of the rise time, i.e., Tr = 0.15 sec, 0.10 sec, and 0.05 sec, were

examined, and the resulting analytic ground accelerations are sholNl1 in Fig. 4.7.

P-S shown in Fig. 4.7 and discussed in Section 3, t~e sharrer rise times will induce

higher peak accelerations. Since the peak accelerations obtained at station COO in

both directions are about 100 em/sec:!, a very short rise time would be required in

the analytic model. Moreover, the integration of the velocity time histories in

Fig. 4.6 gives the peak displacement of about 1.5 em, which is consistent with the

peak ground displacement obtained by integrating the field accelerogram twice at

the same station. Therefore, the assumption of a step-time source function is

reasonable in the analytic 3-D model for this event.

The velocity time histories sholNl1 in Fig. 4.6 do not contain as many

oscillations as the field recordings. This may be attributed to the assumption of a

coherent rupture at the source and of the homogeneous half-space medium. In

snldies concerned primarily with the spatial displacements, however, the effect of

the high-frequency content is not very significant such that the simple source
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models may be used to reproduce the displacement time histories. As a matter of

fact, the response of pipelines derives primarily from the region of low frequen

cies. Therefore, the results should be acceptable for the analysis of pipeline

systems. A stochastic approach is considered in the following section to partially

account for the incoherence in the rupture process.

4.2: Stochastic Analysis

The spatial and temporal variation of a fault dislocation is too complex. to be

represented by any simple mathematical function such as Eq. (2.1). In general,

strong ground motions are characterized by a high-frequency content which is

strongly related to the details of faulting. These details arise from the nonunifonn

distribution of various physical properties on the fault plane, including the rupture

velocity, the slip magnitude, the direction of rupture, etc. Therefore, strong ground

motions are too complicated to be simulated by a purely deterministic model

because they are affected by numerous small-scale heterogeneities of the fault

plane. To avoid this difficulty, several atte:npts have been made to introduce

hybrid detenninistic and stochastic models, in which the gross features of the

rupture propagation are defined deterministically but the details of the rupture are

represented by a stochastic process (Boore and Joyner, 1978; Andrews, 1980,

1981; Boatwright, 1982; Papageorgiou and Aki, 1983a, 1983b).

For the purpose of modeling long-period seismic waves, the kinematic

dislocation model is a good approximation to explain the radiation of seismic

waves. A major shortcoming with the kinematic models is that a constant slip is

inadmissible from a purely continuum mechanical point of view, as well as from

many practical investigations. Nonuniform fault slip over a fault plane has been
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found for several earthquakes by various seismologists, and also from the analysis

of teleseismic body wave data for many earthquakes (Aki, 1982). Based on the

above considerations, an effective way to describe the rupture process is through a

stochastic approach.

4.2.1 Randomness of Earthquake Source

To account for an incoherent slip, Haskell (1966) posrulated the rupture

mechanism as a random process with a specified spatia-temporal autocorrelation

for the dislocation acceleration, whereas A.ki (1967) introduced the spatia-temporal

autocorrelation of the dislocation velocity at the source. In both models, the

random dislocation spreads at a constant rupture velocity.

In Haskell's statistical model, the Fourier transfonn source factor of the

far-field response decreases with ill-3 for large w, whereas it is inversely propor

tional to w-2 in Aki's modeL Hence, these have been referred to as the "ill-cube

model" and "ill-square model", respectively. Under the assumption of similarity,

it has been shown that the tv-square model compares better with observations than

the tv-cube model. Therefore, the ill-square model will be adopted in this srudy to

represent the randomness at the source. The physical interpretation of this model

is discussed in the following.

Since an earthquake is essentially a transient phenomenon, the spatio

temporal autocorrelation function introduced at the source should be different

from those for a stationary time series. Fig. 4.8 will schematically illustrate what

form may be expected for the autocorrelation function of the dislocation process at

an earthquake source. Let the dislocation start at x =a and propagate along the x
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axis at a constant ruprure velocity 11; then the dislocation at a given point x will be

zero for t < x/v and increase up to a fmal value Do for t > T,. + x/v, in which T,. is

the rise time. The acmal dislocation at the transition time, i.e., x/v < t < T,. + x/v, is

unknown. In Fig. 4.8, the dashed lines are for the case of an idealized linear

ramp-time source function. Fig. 4.8(a) and (b) show the corresponding dislocation

and its velocity functions, respectively. The autocorrelation function of dislocation

velocity is also shown in Fig. 4.8(c). Based on Fig. 4.8(c), the suitable fonn for

the temporal autocorrelation function of dislocation velocity will be a negative

exponential function.

Assume first that the temporal autocorrelation function of dislocation velocity

at the point x decreases exponentially with the time lag r, i.e.,

0Cl

JD(x, t) D(x, t +r) dt = 1/11 e-'n'I,
-0Cl

where:

D(x,t) = the dislocation velocity at a point x and time t,

r = the temporal separation,

'l/JI = a constant.

k'T1 = the correlation time.

(4.1)

Furthennore, since the spatial autocorrelation function between the dislocation

velocity at (x, t) and that at (x + E, t +E/v) will indicate the degree of persistency of

offsetting and this persistency decreases with the separation distance E between the

two points, a similar exponential form may be adopted also for the spatial

autocorrelation function, i.e.,
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CD

f D(x.t) D(HE.tH/V) dx = l/Jze-<Lt't.

-CD

where:

€ == the spatial separation,

1fJz == a constant,

ki..1 == the correlation length,

(4.2)

11 == the rupture velocity.

Then, the temporal and spatial autocorrelation functions can be expressed in a

single form as

(4.3)

-=-ca

In. Eq. (4.3), the constant 1/lo is related to the fmal slip Do, as shovm in Eq. (C.12);

kT is the carner frequency; and lIkL =kr is assumed for simplicity (Aki, 1967). For

example, the carner frequency for Event 5 of the SMART-1 array was estimated by

Abrahamson (1985) to be 0.7 Hz.

The introduction of randomness at the source, as indicated in Eq. (4.3),

should partially account for the nonuniformness of the fault slip over a fault plane.

Eq. (4.3) can be interpreted as follows: a rupture breaks evenly across the fault

width but coherently only for shore distances along the fault, compared to the total

fault length, and only over a shaft time relative to the total fracture time. In other

words, (vkLr l is related to the time required for propagation of fracture along the

length of the fault, whereas ,(Tl is associated with the time required for formation

of fracrure across the fault widu.~.
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Although the randomness of an earthquake source has been developed as

described above, the path effect representing the wave propagation between the

source and the ground stations is still needed for a stochastic analysis. This path

effect has been approximately separated from the source effect for the far-field

responses in a full-space, in which the fault is treated as a point source (e.g., Aki,

1967). Such a simple isolation is not permitted if the fault dimension in the

half-space is ac~ounted. The alternative way is to search a substitute system with

equivalent transmission effect.

4.2.2 The Substitute System

The deterministic 3-D wave propagation model yields the ground response

time histories at various Stations excited by a fault ruprure in a half-space. In

order to facilitate the evaluation of the randomness of the source on the ground

motions, a "substitute system" is introduced to represent the path effect. To

ensure an almost identical transmission effect, the substitute system should be

subjected to the "same" excitation and reproduce the "equivalent'" response for

each station and in each direction. The "same" excitation can be achieved simply

by transfonning the ruprure into a support motion suitable for the substirute

system, whereas the "equivalent" response is obtained by minimizing the error

function defined as the differences between the responses of the analytic model

and the substitute system. It is difficult to find such a substitute system that

satisfies the above requirements for all stations and directions. Hence, one

substitute system is required for each station and each direction in order to neglect

the spatial and directional parameters in the substitute system. Furthermore,
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identical form of the substitute system is used for all stations but with different

parameters.

An ordinary single-degree-of-freedom system may be adequate to simulate

the medium transition effect from the fault to the free surface because the

behavior of the negative exponential tenn and the sinusoidal tenn in· the response

of such a system is consistent with observed displacement time histories from an

earthquake. Hence, a linear multi-degree-of-freedom system is adopted as the

subs~itute system. Tne appropriate parameters for the different s-.ations are

evaluated through system identification.

In the analytic model, the source mechanism is a series of dislocations

propagating along the fault length, whereas the excitation to the multi-degree-of

freedom should be a point motion. Therefore, the equivalent point base excitation

of the substitute system may be assumed to be the average dislocation over the

length of the fault, or

L

B(t) = ~J Vex. t) ric .

o

(4.4)

Because Eq. (4.3) defmes the autocorrelation function for a transient random

process, the power spectral density of the faulting motion can not be obtained

ditectly from the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function specified in Eq.

(4.3), such as the case for a stationary random process. However, with the

autocorrelation function defmed in Eq. (4.3) and ¢e equivalent point base motion

defined in Eq. (4.4), the power spectral density of the base velocity of the

substitute system can be estimated as
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(4.5)

in which Do is the fmal dislocation and To =L I v is the duration of faulting. The

derivation of Eq. (4.5) is described in Appendix C. Eq. (4.5) represents the

stochastic excitation of the substitute system, and is useful when the spatial

variation of ground motions is evaluated.

In the multi-degree-of-freedom system, the impulse response function for

each mode is

(4.6)

where:

¢j = the participation factors, j = 1, 2, ..., N,

Wj = the nanrral frequencies, j = 1, 2, , N,

gj = the damping coefficients, j = 1, 2, , N,

N = the number of modes.

With the base motion specified in Eq. (4.4) and the impulse response

function shown in Eq. (4.6), the displacement response of the substitute system

can be obtained by using the Duhamel integral and the modal superposition, i.e.,
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t

d(t) = f ¢jfhj(t -!) [ ~lJJ)(!) + wJB(r) ] dr
j= 1

o

(4.7)

in which t' = max (0, t- To).

System Identification - An error function E, for detennining the pararne-

ters of the substitute system, is defined as the sum of squares of the differences

between the responses of the substitute system and the 3-D analytical solutions

over the whole record. Since the velocity time history is the direct solution

obtained in the 3~D wave propagation model, it will be adopted to define the

necessary error function. Therefore, the form of the error function will be

'I

EC¢J; "'1; ;/) ~ fCuCt) - JCt - t;) ]' dt,

Ii

where:

rpj, Wj, ~j =the parameters of the substitute system, j = 1, 2, ... , N,

ti = the initial time of the record,

(4.8)

tl =the fInal time of the record,

u = the ground velocity obtained in the wave propagation model,

d = the velocity response of the substitute system.

Observe that the time variable in the response of the substitute system is shifted by

ti, the first arrival time of the propagating waves. This is because there is a time
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lag for the response associated with the wave propagating from the source to the

station. No response will occur in the substitute system for t s ti; the quiescent

initial conditions must be specified at t =ti , instead of at t = O.

d(t) in Eq. (4.8) is the time derivative of Eq. (4.7), i.e.,

det)

-jl-;2COS({J).jl-;27:)J}I~(, (4.9)
J J J T:t'

in which t' = max (0, t- To).

The parameters of the substitute system are estimated by minimizing the

error fur.cdon of Eq. (4.8). The system identification used here is an extension of

the modal minimization method for multi-degree-of-freedom linear models in Beck

(1978). It includes one-dimensional minimization, single-mode minimization,

modal sweeps, and addition of new modes.

Each time when a new mode is needed, initial estimates are made for its

parameters. The modal sweep then starts from the first mode. During the

single-mode minimization, the parameters of the first mode are sequentially

optimized, whereas the parameters of the other modes are held constant. Since

d(t) is a linear function of ¢j, the optimized participation factor in each mode can

be obtained, as long as the othe: parameters are given, by equating the derivative

of the error function with respect to the participation factor to zero, i.e.,
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tl

f[U(I) - J.;..r.(I)] tj(t) tit

ti .t .. j

If

Jtj'(t) dl

(4.10)

where ilJc) is the unit impulse response (velocity) function for the kth mode of the

substitute sYS"Lem, or

N

d(c) = I f/>tfJr.(t) .
.t =1

(4.11)

Therefore, a series of I-D minimizations are taken by minimizing E alternately

only with respect to wi and ;i in the single-mode minimization. This process is

continued until a consecutive pair of I-D minimizations results in a fractional

decrease in E of less than a specified value. Then, the single-mode minimization is

continued for the next mode, and so on. After convergence for the last mode is

achieved, the sweep over all modes may start again if total convergence, which is

compared to the last modal sweep. has not been achieved; otherwise, a new mode

its added. The addition of a new mode will be stopped if its contribution is less

than a specified tolerance.

The advantage of the procedure descnoed above is to keep the number of

mode in the substitute system to a minimum. The criterion f~r convergence in

<terms of the relative change in E is chosen instead of the change in the estimates

of the parameters because the latter can cause difficulties with the higher modes

(Beck. 1978).
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Since the error function E is a highly non-linear function of (J)j and ~j, the

fInal optimized parameters will strongly depend on the initial guesses, especially

for the case of (J)j, which was found in the sensitivity study with respect to the

initial estimates of the parameters. To flnd the best initial value of {JJj, that will

give the error function an absolute minimum, a sweep over an adequate range of

modal frequencies was performed each time a new mode is added.

There are two constraints to the modal natural frequencies and modal

dampings. In the analytic velocity time histories, the results were obtained at every

0.05 sec, so the maximum natural frequency for each mode was set at 10 Hz

corresponding to the resolution of the responses in the determiniSTIC model. This

range of frequency also covers the frequencies of engineering interest. Further

more, the damping coefficient for an underdamped system is bet't'leen 0 and 1.

The response of such a system wiII decay slowly as the damping ratio decreases.

Since only finite record is used in the system identification, the lower limit of the

damping ratio should be specified to produce the quiescent response when the time

variable approach infinity. To investigate the effect of this lower limit, three

different values, i.e., 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, were examined, and the results are shown

in Figs. 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, respectively. By comparing these figures, the lower

limit of 0.1 was selected to ensure good results.

In addition to Fig. 4.10, Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the responses of the

substitute system at the other nvo stations 006 and 012, respectively. The number

of modes used in the analysis ranged from 44 to 60 corresponding to a tolerance of

0.0001. These figures show that the results of the substirute system closety

resemble those of the corresponding analytical solutions at the selected Stations.
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4.2.3 Stochastic Characteristics of Ground Motions

Absolute ground motions - The power spectral density of ground motion at

a given station and the cross spectral density of ground motions between two

stations or directions may be evaluated as follows.

Let dP(t) and dQ(e) denote the displacement time histories at any two stations

P and Q or in any c\vo directions P and Q for a given station. The base mOtion to

the substitute system is the dislocation at the earthquake source, for which the

power spectral-density of the base velocity is given by Eq. (4.5). dP(e) is expressed

with the Duhamel integral as

t

dP(c) = I ¢I;., Jh~(rl) [ 2;~(J)~B(~ - rl) + ((V~)2B(c - rl)] drl
m = 1

o

(4.12)

-=

where:

~, C1J~,;~ =the parameters for the mth mode at station P,

h~ = the impulse response function for the mth mode at station P,

ii, B = the base velocity and displacement of the substitute system,

respectively,

M = the number of modes at station P.

Eq. (4.12) implies that h~(r!) =B(r!) =B(r!) =0, for !! < 0. Similarly, for station

Q,
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=

dQ(t +r) =J/~ f h~(<,) [ ~W~B(t +r - <,) + (w~?B(t H - <,)Jd<,. (4.13)

in which N is the number of modes at station Q.

The cross-correlation function between stations P and Q is defined as

(4.14)

and the associated cross spectral density is given by

(4.15)

-02

Eqs. (4.12) through (4.15) are combined together to give the cross spectral

density benveen stations P and Q in tenns of the stochastic excitation at the base

and the modal parameters of the two substitute systems, i.e.,

(4.16)

where • denotes the complex conjugate, HJ:z and H~ are the frequency transfer

fuJ:'lctions of the mth mode at station P and of the nth mode at station Q,

respectively.

For a stationary process the cross spectral densities for velocity and accelera-

riCin are
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(4.17)

and

(4.18)

respectively, where yP and aP denote the ground velocity and acceleration at

station P, respectively.

Based on Eqs. (4.16) and (4.18), the power spectral densities of the

accelerations along and normal to the epicentral direction for the seven stations

from 006 to 012 were calculated. The theoretical results along with the

corresponding empirical results are shown in Figs. 4.14 through 4.20.

In general, the results of the model overestimate the spectral amplirudes at

the lower frequencies, but underestimate the amplitudes at the higher frequencies.

The same phenomena were observed in Zerva, et al. (1985). These may be

attributed to the inhomogeneity of the fault and the medium. The former is

obvious when the overall comparison across the seven stations, especially along the

epicentral direction, is viewed, whereas the latter can be realized by investigating

the empirical results at different stations.

As mentioned earlier, the high-frequency content of the seismic ground

motion is related to the details of faulting, and these details arise from the

nonunifonn distribution of various physical properties on the fault plane. Even

though the spatia-temporal incoherency of the slip on the fault was simulated in

the stochastic approach, it is not sufficient to fully represent the inhomogeneous

faulting process because the ocher parameters and assumptions, induding the final
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s:ip, rupture direction, starting and stOpping of rupture, etc., remain conStant or

are greatly simplified for mathematical tractability.

Tnere might be not much need to develop more complicated Ir!:~del in

simulating the rupture process for the analysis of pipeline response, part!: : ...·:.:ause

it require so many parameters that they can not be estim:::cd ~.. "cally;

furthermore and more importantly, because the high-frequency region :- .;.~ little

inrluenc~ on the differential responses of pipelines. Tnese are ShO\lrLl in the

following section and in Section 5.

Several layers actUally exist c:::::ath the SMART·l array (Vlen and Yeh,

1984), e.g., soil, alluvium, pleisro:.::1e formation. The thickness of each layer

ranges from a few meters to severaL hundred meters, whereas the P·wave velocity

varies from 0.43 krn/sec to more than 2 kmIsec. The inrluence of these dipping

layers can be seen by investigating the amplitUdes of the empirical spectral at any

two close Stations. The peak values and the dominant frequencies of the empirical

spectra vary and disperse so randomly, as shown in Figs. 4.14 through 4.20, that:

no general rule regarding the trend for increasing epicentral dis-l4Ilces can be

formulated. Dravinski (1984) indicated ..hat the existence of layers results in the

amplifications at some band of frequency or the reductions at other frecuencies to

the amplitUdes of the waves propagating through the layers. The degree of

amplifications or reductions as well as the affected frequencies depend on the type

of wave, the number of layers, and the properties of each layer. The lower bound

for the dampings in each mode of the substitUte system is 0.1, which is too small

to represent die effect of radiation damping in the soil, so the scattered nature of

the sail may be che anocher reason for the overestimation of the spe::n-a at the

lower frequencies. Sinc~ the soil amp [ification affectS che [ower frequencies and
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has varying effects for different stations, it should be more important than the

effect of the highly irregular rupture process for the analysis of pipelines.

Differential ground motions - Two factors make the design and analysis of

ptpcl11ncl Ol.mrent !'rom' tnose or DWJdlngS. One 15 the spatial and temporal

incoherent ground motions applied as the excitation to a long pipeline. Secondly,

the major concern for designing a pipeline is the relative response bet'Neen

adjacent points. Therefore, the differential ground motion is more important than

the absolute ground motion in the design and analysis of lifeline structures. Let

&let) = dP(t) - dQ(r) be the differential ground motion between stations P and Q in

a given direction. Its power spectral density is

(4.19)

In Eq. (4.19), the power and cross spectral densities of the absolute ground

motions can be obtained directly from Eq. (4.16).

The power spectral densities for differential velocities and accelerations may

then be evaluated as follows.

(4.20)

and

(4.21)

respectively, where A.v and A.a denote the differential ground velocity and

acceleration bet'Neen stations P and Q, respectively.
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Figs. 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 show the power spectral densities of the differential

accelerations, velocities and displacements normal to the epicentral direction.

respectively, for all the ten separation distances among the seven stations.

For the spectra of differential accelerations, the theoretical results underesti

mate the spectra at the lower and higher frequencies, but are almost identical at

the middle range, except for distances of 0.2 km and 0.4 kID. In general, the

relative amplitudes of the theoretical spectra increase with the separation diStance,

whereas it is not the case for the empirical spectra, especially for distances of 0.4

kIn and 2 krn. For an actual earthquake, the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the

soil medium result in a higher loss of coherence than for an idealized model, in

which an elastic, homogeneous and isotropic half-space is assumed. 7':1e differ

ence:s bet'W'een the theoretical and empirical results may be attributed to ; -':; factor.

In the anafysis of pipelines, the differential displacement response is of

major concern, and it depends on the differential ground velocity and displace

ment. Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 show the spectra of differential ground velocities and

displacements, respectively. The theoretical results show better agreement than

those for differential ground accelerations. In Figs. 4.22 and 4.23, most contribu

tions to the spectra come from the region of low frequency; that is one of the

reasons why the high-frequency content is not very important for the analysis of

pipelines.
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SECTION 5

APPLICATION TO PIPELTh""ES

5.1. Introduction

A characteristic that distinguishes a pipeline from other structures is that it

extends (essentially parallel to tJ.1.e ground surface) over a distance which is 10m:

compared to its other dimensions. For this reason, it is inappropriate to assume

that the seismic excitations at all points of ground contact are identical. When the

ground motions are incoherent, the relative displacements of the points along the

pipeline produce stresses, whereas coherent excitations at continuous points may

result in primarily rigid body motions, with no significant strains. Therefore, the

main response of engineering interest is the relative displacement of adjacent

points on the pipeline, especially the differential displacements across the joints.

Nelson and Weidlinger (1977) introduced the concept of "Interference

Response Spectra" in an attempt to take the incoherent seismic ground motions

into account. They assumed that the interference between any two ground stations

depends only on a p;-:.::se shift across the separation distance, Le., the seismic wave

travels with a certain constant velocity and the wave form remains unchanged.

This is the simplest way to consider the traveling wave effect if only the earthquake

recording at a single station is available. Although the assumption of input to

pipelines is not consiStent with the actuaL propagation of seismic waves, the

discrete model of Nelson and Weidlinger (1977) representing two pipe segments

cClnnected by a joint will be used in the present study because it contains the major
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elements of a pipeline and the surrounding soil, and is a basic model for anal,Y7ing

the pipeline network. The incoherent ground motions developed in Section 4,

however, will be applied as the ground excirations to this discrete modeL

5.2 Differential Axial Motion across Joint

Fig. 5.1 shows the discrete model of pipe sections connected by a joint

(Nelson and Weidlinger, 1977). The two pipe segments are assumed to behave as

rigid bodies, and interconnected by a spring of stiffness kp and a dashpot of

damping cp . Soil-structure interaction is represented by springs and dashpots of

stiffness kg and damping cg, respectively. The constants m and l are the lumped

mass and the separation of the cwo centroids of the segments, respectively. The

axial displacements of the pipes are denoted by :elCt) and :e2Ct), whereas ;ec, (t) and

ZC1.(t) are the ground excitations at the two supports. Since the axial response is of

primary intereSt, no roration is considered here.

5.2.1 Deterministic Analysis

The equations of motion for the discrete system in Fig. 5.1 are

(5.1)

(5.2)

Addition of the t'NO equations, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), gives the equation of motion

for the rigid body mode, whereas the difference of the t'NO equations would yield

the equation for differential motion, i.e.,
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l-l- .... XG1(t)

r- I -------~.[

Figure 5.1 Discrete Model for Differential Axial Motion across Joint
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Figure 5.2 Discrete Model for Differential Transverse Motion across Joint
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1
Lli + 2~oC!JoAi + CU5Llx = ---;;:; FaCt),

1 +"-'1.

where:

ax = Xl(t) - xz(t).

2~oQ)o = (cg +2cp)/m,

w5 = (kg +2kp)/m.

). = kp/kg=cp/cg,

In Eq. (5.3), Llx may be evaluated by the Duhamel integral. i.e.,

(5.3)

Llx(t)

t

= Iho(t-<) -1-:-21- Fo(t') dr,

o

(5.4)

where the impulse response function is

5.2.2 Stochastic Analysis

(5.5)

Using Eq. (5.3), the power spectral density of the differential axiaL dispLace Q

ment Llx is
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where:

1
= (w5 - W~2 + 4S5UJ5W2 '

Therefore, Eq. (5.6) becomes

(5.7)

l!1 which 5D.:icLUc(w) is the power spectral density of the differential ground

acceleration obtained in Section 4.

5.3 Differential Transverse Motion across Joint

Zerva, er at. (1985) added the rotational motions to Nelson and Weidlingers'

discrete model when the pipes are subjected to lateral excitations. There are two

rotational motions, one for each pipe segment, in Zerva, er at. (1985). Since the

equations of motion governing the t\Vo rotations are equal, the rotations af the two

pipe segments must be identical, as shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.3.1 Deterministic Analysis

In this case, the equations of motion far the discrete system in Fig. 5.2 are
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where:

Yl, Y2 = the transverse displacements of the pipe segments,

e = the rotation of the pipe segments,

m = the mass of the pipe segments,

= the distance bet\Veen the centers of the t\Vo pipe segments,

(5.10)

kp , cp = the stiffness and damping between the pipe segments, respectively,

kg, cg = the stiffness and damping of the soil, respectively,

YG1 , YGl =the transverse ground displacements at the t'vVo supports.

The differential transverse displacement C\::-~:;~en the two pipe segments is

e:.y(t) = Yl(t) - h(r) + /9(t).

Hence, Eqs. (5.8) through (5.10) can be represented in matrix fonn by

[M]{r} + [c]{r} + [K]{r} = {FCC)},

where:

(5.11)

(5.12)

m

a
o

m

o

o
-m/6 m/6 m/6
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C: 0 Cp

[c] = 0 C: -Cp

0 0 Cp

k: 0 kp

[K] = 0 k: -kp

a a kp

Yl (t)

{r} = Y2(t)

~y(t)

cikt (c) + kgYGt (t)

{FCc)} = cJG'1(c) + kgYG,.cc)

0

The narural frequencies of the system are

and

The corresponding modal shapes are
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and

in which

1

-1

tPl.2

1

1

o

(5.15)

(5.16)

(8kp - k~ =1= / 64~ - 8kpk.~ + k;

2kp
(5.17)

Observe that the third mode is the rigid body motion. For simplicity, it is

assumed again that

=1.

Then, the natural frequencies of the first two modes are

and the associated mode shapes become
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(5.19)

If modal superposition is applicable, i.e., stiffness proportional damping is

assumed, then Eq. (5.12) yields the uncoupled equations,

where:

n = I, 2, 3; (5.20)

YI (t)

Yz(t)

~y(t)

=

1

-1

1

-1

1

1

o

Zl(t)

zz(t)

Z3(t)

~f1 = the modal damping,

M I • 2
(1 1 z )= m 2 -3¢1. 2 +"6¢1. 2 ,

M3 = 2m,

Fl. 2 = cg(jG1 - YGJ +kg(yc1 - YGJ,

F3 = cg(jc1 +YcJ +kg(yc1 +YcJ,

Cg = 253Q.)3m,

kg
_ 2
- ClJj77t.

The generalized displacement for each mode, ZIt(t), may be evaluated through the

Duhamel integral, i.e.,
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in which

t

= -1-f hll(t - r) Fir) dr,
Mll

a

n =1, 2, 3; (5.21)

n =1, 2, 3. (5.22)

Moreover, the differential transverse displacement between the two pipe segments

is expressed in terms of the generalized displacements as

(5.23)

5.3.2 Stochastic Analysis

Using Eq. (5.23), the power spectral density of the differential transverse

displacement ~y can be obtained as

In Eq. (5.24), the power and cross spectral densities of the generalized displace

ments are obtained from Eq. (5.21), i.e.,

m, n =1, 2; (5.25)

in which • denotes the complex conjugate, and H is the frequency transfer function

given by
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Loh, et al. (1983) used the interference response spectra to estimate the

differential axial motion betvleen tvlo pipe segments for the earthquake of Event 5.

Zerva, et al. (1985) then compared the results of a 2-0 model with those from the

interference response spectra. Since the method of interference response spectra

oversimplified the propagation of waves between the two supports of the pipeline

and the field data from a dense array are now availab!e, the comparison in the

stUdy will be perfonned primarily between the r~~ults at the current 3-D model and

the responses excited by the recordings of the SMART-1 array. The corresponding

interference response spectra are also shown.

First of all, tvlO parameters in the discrete model of a pipeline should be

evaluated to represent an actual pipeline. ). stands for the ratio of cp , the damping

of the connection bernreen the pipe segments, to cs, the damping af the sail. The

fonner is much less than the latter, so a value of 1/5 will be assumed for )..

Furthermore, since the damping of pipelines may be higher than that in buildings,

two values af damping ratio, namely 5% and 10% of critical, will be adopted here,

i.e.,

~o = ~l = ~2 = ~3 = 5% or 10%,

where ~o is the damping ratio in Eq. (5.3) for the analysis of the differential axial

displacement in pipelines, and ;n, n = 1, 2, 3, are the model damping in Eq. (5.20)

for the analysis of the differential transverse motion. These two selected values

(5% and 10%) could conceivably be the lower and upper bound damping values for

a practical pipeline.

Tne differential displacements of the pipes subjected to the earw1quake of
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Event 5 were obtained through the deterministic analyses in the previous sections

by using the array recordings as input. For the interference method. the recordings

at the station with the shortest epicentral distance were used; the ground motion at

the other station was determined by assuming the above excitation traveling with a

constant velocity which was obtained by the separation distance and the difference

in the arrival times of the two stations. On the other hand, the power spectral

densities of differential displacements are evaluated through the stochastic analy

ses using the power spectral densities of the differential ground motions obtained

for the substitute system. Because of its importance in the analysis and design of

pipelines, the maximum differential displacement across a joint is emphasized.

For the stochastic analysis, the mean maximum differential displacement and the

associated standard deviation over the duration of an earthquake are evaluated

using an asymptotic expression (Davenport, 1964), as follows:

where:

[
0.5772 ]

Jl-till.m = j2ln(v7) + j O"a.u.
2ln(v1)

14 1

= 76 j21n(v1)

= max I~(t)l,
Os, s r

(5.29)

(5.30)

t:.u = the differential displacement, Le.. ~ for axial motion. t:.y for

transverse motion.

T

v

=the duration of the record.

1 O"a.u
=--
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Tne results shown in Figs. 5.3 through 5.6 include the maximum differential

displ.acements from the detenninistic analysis, the mean maximum differential

displ.acements and the mean plus one standard deviation obtained by the Stochastic

analysis. Each figure, which was called the "interference response spectrum" in

Nelson and Weidlinger (1977) or "differential response spectrum" in Zerva, et ai.

(1985), shows the maximum differential response plotted as a fur.~ion of the

natural frequency of a system. The natural frequency in Figs. 5.3 ar.": 5.4 for the

axial discrete model of pipelines is that in the equation of the differential axial

motion, i.e., Wa in Eq. (5.3), whereas the natural frequency in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 for

the transverse motion stands for the natural frequency of the rigid body mode, i.e.,

W3 in Eq. (5.20). Seven separation distances, namely 1 = 20 m, 50 m, 200 m,

0.4 Ian, 0.8 krn, 1 krn, and 1.2 kIn, as well as two representative dampings, i.e.,

5% and 10%, are considered in these figures. Observe that there are no field

recordings separation distances of 1=20 m and 50 m.

In general, the mean maximum differential displacements of pipelines

predicted with the proposed model are on the safe side for all frequencies. The

exis:cence of local layers in the SMART-! array site produced the seismic ground

motions so incoherently, even for short distances, that the spacial variation of

ground motions can not be simulated well by a homogeneous theoretical model
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(i.e., without layers). However, as shown in Figs. 5.3 through 5.6, the relative

displacement response spectra obtained with the proposed model give results that

are even on the safe side over the entire range of frequencies. Observe also that,

on the other hand, the method of interference response spectrum consistently

underestimates the maximum differential displacement of the pipelines particularly

for natural frequencies less than 2 Hz.
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SECTION 6

SUMl'YfARY AND CONCLUSIONS

0.. 1 Summary

A shearing fault ruprure of the Haskell type was presented for modeling the

earthquake source mechanism. In such a model, the rupture motion is described

as a line dislocation sweeping over the entire fault plane at a constant rupture

velocity, and the slip may be a strike·slip or dip-slip motion. A two-step method of

solution is used to determine the ground responses in a three-dimensional

homogeneous half-space. The ground motion in the Laplace transform domain

was obtained by solving the transformed wave equations subject to the boundary

conditions specified in the above fault plane. The generalized ray theorem was

used for this purpose and might be extended systematically to solve the wave

propagation problem in a layered medium. The analytic solution in the time

domain was formulated through the Cagniard-de Hoop technique in which the

inverse Laplace transfonn was taken by direct investigation. The correctness of

the formulation was validated by comparing the results with those obtained by the

method of Green's function.

In order to take the incoherent slip into account, the rupture motion was

treated as a random process by introducing a spatia-temporal autocorrelation

function of dislocation velocity, from which the power spectral density of the

averaged dislocation velocity over the fault length was estimated. A multi-degree

of-freedom substitute system is introduced to represent the path effect, separately
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from the source effect. The parameters of the substitute system were detennined

though system identification using the results of the 3-D analytical solutions. With

the power spectral density available at the source and the transfer function

obtained from the substitute system. the power spectral density of differential

ground motions can be obtained.

An actual earthquake, Event 5 recorded at the SMART-! array, was selected

for validating the results of the model. The parameters in the model, such as the

fault orientation, the fault dimension, the final dislocation, and the characteristics

of the medium, etc., were carefully investigated. Some of the parameters were

evaluated based on the earthquake magnitude. Emphasis was directed !'O the

stochastic properties of the differential ground motions, which are signifrc:lnt for

the response analysis and design of lifeline systems.

The theoretical results are applicable to analyze lifeline systems. Two

discrete models of pipelines were examined. The maximum differential displace

ments across the joint connecting two pipe segments subjected to either axial or

lateral ground excitations were presented in tenns of the differential response

spectra.

6.2 Conclusions

In this study, a hybrid detenninistic and stochastic model, which depends on

the parameters at the earthquake source and the characteristics of the soil, was

developed to investigate the spatial variation of ground motions necessary for the

analysis of pipelines. Based on the results of the study, including the validation

with t~~ SMART-1 data, the following conclusions may be drawn:
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1. In the deterministic approach, the method of solution for calculating the

ground responses is effective and efficient when compared with other

methods, such as the Green's function solution. For layered media, the

generalized ray theory offers a syStematical procedure to obtain the

ground responses in the transform domain. In addition to the source

functions and receiver functions for a homogeneous medium, only the

reflection or refraction coefficients are needed. The Cagniard-de Hoop

method has been shown to be an efficient way to take the inverse

transform for obtaining solutions in the time domain for each ray.

2. The high-frequency content of the seismic waves is not important for the

analysis of pipelines, because the differential ground velocity and displace

ment are the base excitations to a pipeline in which the differential

displacement response is of major concern. The frequency transfer

function of a pipeline syStem will tend to filter out the high-frequency

excitations.

3. The effect of sail amplification is different at various stations so that the

differential ground motions at some pair of stations with a shoft separation

distance are more incoherent than those with distant separation. Any

discrepancy between the analytic and empirical results for a single

earthquake can be attributed to the assumptions made in the StUdy, such

as the fIxed rupture direction, the continuous offsetting, the homogeneity

and isotropy of the medium.

4. The proposed differential response spectrum predicts the mean maximum

differential displacement between the pipe segments as a function of the
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system frequency, and is generally on the safe side as compared with

empirical results.

5. The interference response spectrum consistently underestimates the maxi

mum differential displacement between the pipe segments, particularly

\vhen the natural frequency of the pipe system is less than 2 Hz.

6.3 Suggestions for Further Study

On the basis of this study, suggestions for further work would include the

following:

1. The multi-degree-of-freedom system may be a good theoretical mo..:.:! for

structures. but it is probably not suitable for soils. A modified suo::':::lce

system, e.g., including the epicentral distance or containing two subsys

tems (one for rock. one for soil), may be more effective to simulate the

transmission effect.

2. A 3-D analytic model for layered media can be readily extended from the

current model; however, this would involve much more calculations

because md:iple rays will be necessary. Simplification is necessary for

developin; .: suitable model to account for the inhomogeneity of the soil.

3. Basically, :;-::: ground motions are detennined by solving the wave equa

tions subject to the boundary conditions specified at the source. A

standard procedure is to take the Fourier transfonn over the time variable

and the two horizontal space variables, and then obtain the responses in

the transform domain through algebraic manipulation. In the Fourier
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transform solution (i.e., a function of the frequency and the two wave

numbers), the source factor, the effects of wave propagation. reflection

and refraction. along with the characteristics of the response at the

receiver (i.e., displacement or Stress) are all collected together through

multiplication. Therefore, another possible approach is to represent the

spatial variation of ground motions in a random field of frequency and

wave nwnbers when the randomness is introduced at the source and/or to

the medium.

4. Since the layer beneath the SMART-1 array is oblique (dipping toward

north with an angle of about 6 degrees), a semi-analytic method may be

applicable to study the local sail effect. In June 1983, an extension station

E02 was installed at the outcrop which is located 4.8 kIn south of station

COO. Mos! events triggered the SlYfART-1 array with epicenters located

south of station E02. Therefore, the ground motions at station E02 can be

obtained analytically in a 3-D model with waves propagating through the

homogeneous medium for these events, and the soil amplification can be

characterized by the transfer function with the recordings at station E02 as

the input and the recordings at other stations as the output, if, in each

station, the transfer functions are similar for different events. Obviously,

it is an approximate approach because the waves transmitted through the

interface are all forced to pass through station E02. However, this may be

a practical method for examining soil amplification.
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APPEl'iDIX A

IAPlACE TRANSFORJ,\1 ELEMENTS FOR OBUQUE FAULT

(1) Strike-slip Fault:

- 8i~rf~.

- 4glJ(~; + ~2 + rr)

and

sina +

8;2~p~.

8;lJ~p~.

- 4i~~p(~; + ~2 + rr)
cas 0 , (A.l)

2i7J [(~; - ~2 + rr~;~; + ~2 + rr) + 4Sp(~2 _ rf) ]

2i~ [(s; + ~2 - rf)(~; +~2 + rr) _4Sp(~2 -rf)]
S.

sin a

+ coso. (A.2)

A-l



(2) Dip-slip Fault:

- 4i~~s(~; + rf)

- 4iTJ~s(~; + rf)

- 2(~; + rf)(~; + ~2 + rf)

sin20 + 8rf~p~s

- 4iTJ~p(~; + ~2 + rf)

.cos 20 ,CA.3)

and

2i~ [(t; - rf) (~ +;2 +rf) + 4rf~p]

2iTJ [(2~J + ;2) (~: + ~2 + tTy _~2tp]

4~p~S(~2 + 2rf)

sin 20

+ cos 20 . (AA)
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APPEJ.'IDIX B

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF HASKELL MODEL

qj ( ~ F dq
= Do I H(t - td JRe{ -l j dt } dq4r . J (i~ +b)(i1] cos <3 + ~jsin <3)R 'J S fl. s

- lij

(B. 1)

where:

{
; = fOj cos 8 - q sin 8,

1] = iq sin 8 + q cos 0,

t;j = j bJ +~2 +rf ,

dq r . zot
-=-+l ,
dt R5 R5 j r2 - t?v
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(2) ulltC;x, y, 0, t)

where:

{
~ = iun. cas 8 - q sin 8,

1/ = iun. sin8 + q cas8,

dun. r zot
---+--===
dt - Ra Ra j fqs - r2 .
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(3'1 Do 1 ~ [ x b, Uz(x, y, 0, t) = 21r cos 8. H(x) L. H(--~)H(t - t2j)
j=p,s Ro bJ

da·
+H(~__x) H(t _ ti)] Re{__(-_l)~Fj~-_d-t_J~}

bj Ro (i7] cos d + ~j sin d)R '

where:

. Ra
tz =-b,

.x

; = ib,

t' = t - .xb.

B-3

(E.3)



(4) " Do 1 .I b { ,x b
UZIt(x,y, 0, t) = --- H(x) H(---) H\---) H(Hd H(t-t2lt)2Jr cos 8 Ro bs r bp

+ [H(~-l) +H(l-~) H(~- cos 8) H(Hd] H(t - t~) }
"bp bp bp

dan

{
(-z) Fs - }

• H(t:z.r - t) Re (i7JCOSO +~~O) R '

where:

t~ =_1_ (rb + ZQ / bi cos2 8 -l?),
cos 8

; = lb,

. (an +b sin 8)
7J = 1 cos 8 '

-bsin8+ iO:~ [yt'-Zo/cr+~)(~-bl)-t'2J. for y>O,

-bsin8+ fO:~ [yr'+Zo/cr+~)(b;-lf)-t'2J. for y<O,

(BA)

d~h
-=
dt
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D { ( - £) Fj d
P;}

(5) U3(x, y, 0, t) = 2.,~ H(y) H(y') .f. H(t - t3j) Re (i; +b) G~tR ' (B.5)
J - p. s J

where:

{

; = iuz cos e + if3j sin e.
1] : iuz sine - $; cos a,

f3j sin acos ecos7. 0 + sin 0!bJ (1 - cosz f) cosz0) - PJ
uz: ., ., ,

1 - cos- acos- 0

"p;: ., 1 2 [ltcoSf)COSO+i(rSm<5+zosmf)cos<5)jtz-t3;],
r+z'

dfij 1 [' e ~. (r sin <5 + Zo sin Rcos O)t]
-= 7. '2 Ycos cOSu+r ~ ,
de x +Z vr2 - t1j

{

y' = y cos <5 - Zo sin 0,

z' = -y sino - Zo coso,
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(6) rr ( 0) Do HCy) I [ (b, sin <5
U3h X. y, ,t = -;:;:- HCy) H -b - j ) H(HD) H(r - (311 )

~"t : 1 - cos2 8cos2 <5

dPIr
. <5 b ] f(-I) F: -}

+ H( s~ ., - b') H(r - till) H(r3! - t) Re. dt ,(B.6)
h-cos-8cos-o : (~+b) G:R

where:

H (bty' cos 8cos2 0 . J:';" .,., . 2 ., ., 2
D = +cos8smu b;-b-p)--sm 8(bp-u;sin 6),

Ix2 + Z'Z

{
g = iaz case + iPh sin 8,

TJ = iaz sin e - iPh cos 8,

2 1 12 [i t cos 8cos 0 - (r sin 0+ Zo sin 8cos 0) j tt -r], for :c > 0,
:c + z

Ph =
r : Zl2 [J't cos 8cos c5 + (r sin c5 + Zo sin 8cos 0) j ~s - rJ. for :c < 0,

dPh
-=
dt

1 [, l1 J: (r sin <5 + Zo sin 8cos 0) t]
2 2 Y COS f7 COS U + ,

:c + Z' j t3s - P-
I [, 8 J: (rSinO+ZQSin8COSO)t]

., ., y cos cos u - ,
r + z' ~ j f): - r2
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APPEJ.'IDIX C

POWER SPECIRAL DENSITY OF BASE VELOCTIY

The spatia-temporal autocorrelation function for the dislocation velocity in

the fault plane is deftned as

1jJ(C, r) = J JD(x, t) D(x H, t +r) d:r dr,

-=-=

where:

D(x, t) = the dislocation velocity at a. point x and time t,

€ = the spatial separation,

1: = the temporal separation.

(C.l)

The double Fourier transform over the spatial and temporal coordinates is

performed for b(x, t) and 1/J(E, r), i.e.. the transform pair of (1(x, t) is

"" ""

-CD-eD

"" ""

(C.2)

D(x, t)

and that of 1/J(E, r) is

_cD_ca

C-L

(C.3)



= =
TJ/F(k, (J)) = f f t/J(€, r) .-1(=-1<£) d£ dr,

-a-CD

= =
1/J(€, t") = 4.~ f f tfJ"(k, w) e'(=-k<) dJ: dw,

-c:a-al

where k and (J) are the wave number and the frequency, respectively.

Substituting Eq. (C.3) into Eq. (C.l), i.e.,

CD CD <= =

t/J(€, r) = f f D(x, t) [~ JfzjFF(k, w) e'WIM)-I>(.<><) dJ: dWJ dx dt

(C.4)

(C.S)

_CD_= -o:a-QI

CD CD =' eo

= 4~ f f [f fD(x, t) e'1"-u) dx lit] zjFF(k. w) e'l=-") dJ: dw,

_CD_eD -CD-ca

and then using Eq. (C.2) , i.e.,

CD =

t/J(€, r) = ~ f f zjFF(-k. -w) zjFF(k, w) e'C=-I<£) dJ: dw,

-ao-aa

the spatia-temporal autocorrelation function of the dislocation velocity is expressed

by the double Fourier transfonn of the dislocation velocity as

CD al

t/J(€, r) = 4~ f f IlYF(k, w)I' e'C=-k<) dJ: rim.

-al-al

C-2

(C.6)



Comparing Eq. (C.S) with Eq. (C.6), a useful relation is obtained,

(C.7)

The Fourier transfonn of the base velocity of the substimte system is

~ = L

ilF(w) = f 13(t) e-'~' dt = J1[J D(x. t) dx ] e-'~' dt =11YF(o. w). (CS)

-~ -~ 0

Comparing Eq. (e.7) with Eq. (e.S), the equivalent point base velocity is, in

frequency domain, related to the spatia-temporal autocorrelation function of the

di::::ccarion velocity by

:,C.9)

Following Aki (1967), the spatio-temporal autocorrelation function of the

dislocation velocity was defIned in Eq. (4.3), and the corresponding double Fourier

transform is

(C.IO)

where:

T/Ja = a constant,

ki! = the correlation time,

ki.! = the correlation length.

Therefore, from Eq. (C.9),
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(C.ll)

Notice that

(C.12)

in which Do is the final dislocation, so the squar(O of the Fourier amplitude of the

base velocity is in tenns of the final dislocation, the correlation time, and the

correlation length as

(C.13)

For a transient random process X(c) with nonzero values only in the range of

o S t S T, Bendat and Piersol (1971) suggested rhat

2:r I F 12Sxx(w) == T X (w) . (C.14)

Therefore, the power spectral density of the base velocity of the substitute system

is estimated by

2:r
---=---.,...--

To

in which To = Llv is the duration of rupture.

C-4
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PROGRAi-1 NAIN

APPENDIXD
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES SEISMIC GROUND MOTIONS
C EXCITED BY A HASKELL FAULT
C EMBEDDED IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL HALF-SPACE
C

PARA:1ETER
HIFLICIT
CHARACTER
DHIENSION

I N = 4096 )
COI'IPLEX (C)

DIRI3J*1, TITLE(8)*10
DX ( 4 ), DY ( 4 }, DZ ( 4 ), TR ( -l } , SGN(4), TIM(N}, RSPIN)

T
ILUNTI LIN, LOU
IIDEX/ IWAVE, IDISP, ISLIP
ISLOWI BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2, BSP, B2
IRAYL/ BRL, RPB
IGEMFI YP, ZP, FS, FC, FS2, FC2
IGEMGI X, Y, Z, QS, QC, RO, R, R2
ITIMEI TIP, TIS, TIH, THM, T2, T3P, T3S, T3H
IFACT/ SGR, SG1, AFR, AFI, AFP, AFS, BTR, BTl,

S2R, S21, S2P, S2S
ISUMSI NJ, PTII0aO), WT
/SUNO/ NHO " PHO ( 1000), \\'HO ( 1000)
!SUNl! NHl, PHl(1000), WHl(1000)

C

c

COI'1t'10N
COi-li-ION
Cot''l:''10N
CmmON
COl'l)lOl\
COi-INON
CO:l)lON
CmlI'10N
CON:'-JON

+
CON~lON

COl'f\10N
CmJ>lON

DATA
DATA
DATA

DIR
SGN
CI

I 'X', 'Y', '2' I
11., -1., -1.,1. /
I ( 0., 1. ) I

C
C LOGICAL Ul\ITS AND DATA FILES
C

LIN = 1
LOU = 2
OPEI-J
OPEl'J

LIN, FILE='INPUT' )
LOU, FILE='OUTPUT' )

c
C DATA INPUT IN 6 LINES
C
C 1

C

[BAI0}
READ ( LIN, 1001 ) TITLE ( I ) , I = 1, B

C 2 [SFI0.0]
READ ( LIN, 1002) XC, YC, ZC, XL, YW

Reproduced from
best available copy.
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GAUSSIAN POINTS AND WEIGHTS

[2F10.0]
READ ( LIN, 1002) VP, VS

[110, 2F10.0, 110]
READ ( LIN, 1004) IDISP, TO, DT, NT

[3F10.0)
READ ( LIN, 1002) XS, YS, ZS

RESPONSES

x-
IN Y-DIRECTION

Z-
RESPONSE

ISLIP, VR, D, PHI

NJ, PT, WT )
NHO, 0., 0., PHO, WHO)
NH1, 0., -O.D, PHI, WH1

LIN )

1
= 2 FOR RESPONSES

3
= INITIAL TIME OF
= TIr-IE INCRErlENT
= TOTAL NUMBER OF

= 100
= 100
= 100

GAUSCHB
GAUSJCB
GAUSJCB

IDISP

VP = P-WAVE VELOVITY
VS = S-WAVE VELOCITY

NJ
NHO
NH1
CALL
CALL
CALL

TO
DT
NT

CLOSE

XS
YS = COORDINATES OF STATION
ZS

PI = 4. * ATAN(l.)
Dl = D / ( 4. * PI * PI
D3 = D / ( 2. * PI

ISLIP = 1 FOR STRIKE-SLIP FAULT
= 2 FOR DIP-SLIP FAULT

VR = RUPTURE VELOCITY
D = DISLOCATION AHPLITUDE
PHI = DIPPING ANGLE IN DEGREE

[l10, 3F10.0J
READ ( LIN, 1003

xc
YC = COORDINATES OF SHALLOWEST CORNER OF FAULT
ZC
XL = LENGTH OF FAULT
YW = WIDTH OF FAULT

c

C
C
C
C
C
C
C 3

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C 4

C
C
C
C
C 5

C
C
C
C
C
C 6

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
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C
BP ::: 1- / VP
BS ::: l. / VS
BR ::: 1- / VR
BP2 ::: BP * BP
BSZ ::: BS * BS
BSP ::: SQRT ( BSZ - BP2 )
CALL RAYLEIGH ( BPZ, BSZ, BRL, RPB )

C
PHI ::: PHI * PI / 180.
FS ::: SIN (PHI)
FC ::: COS (PHI)
FS2 ::: 2 . * FS * FC
FC2 ::: 1. 2. * FS * FS

C
xo ::: XS XC
YO ::: YS YC
ZO ::: ZS ZC

C
DX{l) ::: o.
DX(Z) ::: O.
DX(3) ::: )~L

DX(4) ::: XL
DY ( 1) ::: O.
DY(Z) ::: YK * FC
DY(3) ::: O.
DY(4) ::: no;' * FC
DZ(l) ::: O.
DZ(Z) ::: n.; * FS
DZ(3) ::: O.
DZ(4,: ::: YK * FS
TR( 1)1 ::: o.
TR(Z) ::: O.
TR(3) ::: XL / VR
TR(4:) ::: XL / VR

C

C

C

c

DO 100 I::: 1, NT
TIM(I) ::: TO + ( I - 1 ) * DT
RSP(I) ::: O.

100 COl\'TINCE

DO 300 J::: 1, 4:
X ::: XO - DX(J)
Y ::: YO - DY(J)
Z ::: ABS ( ZO - DZ(J) )
CALL GEI'lTHl
DZ ::: D3 / QC

DO 200 I::: 1, NT
T ::: TII'l(I) - TR(J)
IF ( T .LE. 0.) GO TO ZOO
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UIT = Dl * ( Ul (T) + UIH (T)
U2T = D2 * ( U2 (T) + U2H (T)
U3T = D3 * ( U3 (T) + U3H (T)
U = UIT + U2T + U3T
RSP(I) = RSP(I) + SGN(J) * U

200 CONTINUE
C

300 CONTINUE
C

WRITE ( LOU, 1001
WRITE ( LOU, 2001
WRITE ( LOU, 2002
CLOSE ( LOU )

(TITLE(I), I = 1, 8 )
DIR (IDISP)
( TUH I ), RSP ( I ), I = 1, NT }

C
100 1 FORl'IAT
1002 FORHAT
1003 FOR:--1AT
1004 FORl"1AT

C
2001 FORNAT

+
2002 FORHAT

C

8A10 )
5F10.0 )
110, 3F10.0 )
110, 2F10.0, 110

1/ ' TOTAL RESPONSE',
/1 6X, 'TIME', oX, Al, '-DIR RESPONSE' I )
FI0.2, 5X, E15.5 )

STOP
END

C
C

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

SUBROUTINE GAUSCHB ( N, PT, WT )
C
C POINTS AND WEIGHT IN GAUSS-CHEBYSHEV QUADRATURE

PI = 4. * ATAN (1.)

\\T = PI / N

= WT * Sum from (i=l) to (i=N) [ f( PT(i)

Int from (-1) to (1) [ fiX) I ( 1 - x*x

)

** 0.5 ) dX

PT(N)DINENSION

C
C
C
C
C

c

c

C
FT = \\T I 2.
DO 100 I = 1, N

PT(I) = COS ( ( 2 * I - 1 ) * FT )
100 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
m'~D

C
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C
C -------.---------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

SUBROUTINE GAUSJCB ( NN, ALF, BTA, X, A )
C
C POINTS AND WEIGHTS IN GAUSS-JACOBI QUADRATURE
C
C Int from (-1) to (1) [ (l-X)**ALF * (l+X)**BTA * fiX) ] dX
C
C = Sum from (i =1) to (i =:<N) [ A ( i) t f ( X ( i) } ]
C

REAL Li'JGAt-IA
DIMENSION X(1000), A(1000), B(1000), C(1000)

C
FN =
CSX =
CSA =
EPS =
BETA =

+
CC =
'T"QY =l.L,J...:l.

TSA =
B(21 =
C(2) =

+
CC =
DO 100

B{J)
+

C(J)
1
2

CC

O.
O.
1.E-13
EXP ( LNGA:VIA (ALF+ 1.) + LNGAl'lA (BTA+ 1. )

- LNGAMA (ALF+BTA+2.) )
2.tt(ALF+BTA+l.) * BETA
FN * (BTA-ALF) / (ALF+BTA+2.tFN)
CC
(ALF+BTA) * (BTA-ALF) / ( IALF+BTA+4.) * (ALF+BTA+2. I )
4. * (ALF+1.) * (BTA+l.)
/ ( (ALF+BTA+3.) * (ALF+BTA+2. )**2
CC * C(2)

J = 3, NN
= (ALF+BTA) * (BTA-ALF)

/ ( (ALF+BTA+2.*J) * (ALF+BTA+2.*J-2.)
= 4. * (J-l.) * (ALF+J-l.) * (BTA+J-1.)* IALF+BTA+J-l.) j ( (ALF+BTA+2.tJ-l.)

* (ALF+BTA+2.tJ-2. 1**2 * (ALF+BTA+2.*J-3.)
= CC * C(J)

100 CONTINUE
C

DO 200 I = 1, NN
IF ( I .EQ. 1) THEN

.:~N = ALF I FN
BN = BTA / FN
R1 = (l.+ALF) * ( 2.78j(4.+FNtFN) + 0.768*AN/FN
R2 = 1. + 1.48*AN + 0.96*BN + 0.452tANtAN

+ + 0.83*AN*BN
XT = 1. - RI / R2

ELSE IF ( I .EQ. 2) THEN
Rl = (4.1+ALF) j ( (I.+ALFI * (1.+0.156tALF) )
R2 = 1. + 0.06 * (FN-8.1 * (1.+0.12tALF) / FN
R3 = 1. + 0.012 * BTA * (1.+0.25*ABS(ALF)) / FN
RATIO = R1 * R2 t R3
XT = XT - RATIO * 1. - XT )

ELSE IF I I .EQ. 3) THEN
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R1 = ( 1.67 + 0.28:1:ALF ) / ( 1. + 0.37:1:ALF
R2 = 1. + 0.22 * (FN-8.) / FN
R3 = 1. + 8. * BTA / ( (6.28+BTA)tF~*F~

RATIO = Rl * R2 * R3
XT = XT - RATIO * ( X(l) - XT )

ELSE IF ( I .LE. NN-2) THEN
XT = 3. :I: X ( 1-1) - 3. * X( 1-2) + X ( 1-3 )

ELSE IF ( I .EQ. NN-1) THEN
R1 = ( 1. + 0.235tBTA ) / ( 0.766 + 0.119*BTA )
R2 = 1. / (1.+0.639t(FN-4.)/(1.+0.71*iFN-4. i))
R3 =.1. / ( 1. + 20. :I: ALF / ( (7.5+ALFl*FN~:FN

RATIO = R1 * R2 * R3
XT = XT + RATIO * ( XT - X(I-2) )

ELSE
R1 = ( 1. + 0.37*BTA ) / ( 1.67 + 0.28tBTA )
R2 = 1. / ( 1. + 0.22*(FN-8.)/FN )
R3 = 1. / ( 1. + 8. * ALF / ( (6.28+ALF)*FN*FN ) )
RATIO = R1 * R2 * R3
XT = XT + RATIO * ( XT - X(I-2) )

END IF
c

200

CALL ROOT ( NN,
X (I) = XT
A(I) = cc / ( DPN
CSX = CSX + XT
CSA = CSA + A(I)

CONTINUE

ALF, BTA, B, C, EPS, XT, DPN, PN1 )

* PN1 )

C

C

IF ( ABSiCSX-TSX) .GE. 1.E-9 .OR. ABS(CSA-TSA) .GE. 1.E-9 ) THEN
WRITE (t,999) TSX, CSX, TSA, CSA

999 FORMAT ( , TSX, CSX = ' ,2E20.10 / ' TSA, CSA = ' ,2E20.10)
ENDIF

RETURN
END

C
C

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

REAL FUKCTION LNGAI"lA (X)
C

C
PI = 4. * ATAN (1.)

IF ( X .LT. 0.5) THEN
P = PI / SIN(X*PI)
IF ( P .LE. 0.) THEN

\VRITE (*,99) X
99 FORi"rAT (' GAmrA(', E12. 5, ') IS NOT POSITIVE.')

STOP 1
END IF
Y = 1. - X
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ELSE
y = X

Ei\D IF
C

IF ( Y .LE. 6. THEN
IK = 7 - Y
FE: = 1.'
DO 100 I = 0, IE:-1

FK = FK * ( Y + I
100 CONTINUE

Z = Y + IK
ELSE

Z = Y
END IF
ZZ = Z * Z
LNGAMA = 0.5 * LOG(2.*PI) + (Z-0.5) * LOG(Z) - Z

1 + (((((-4146./Z2 + 1820.)/ZZ - 1287.)/ZZ + 1716.)
2 /ZZ - 6006.)/ZZ + 180180.} / (Z*2162160.)

C
IF ( Y .LE. 6.) THEN

LNGAMA = LNGAMA - LOG(FK)
END IF

C
IF ( X .LT. 0.5) THEN

LNGAMA = LOG(P) - LNGAMA
END IF

C
RETURN
END

C
C
C -------.---------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

SUBROUTINE ROOT ( NN, ALF, BTA, B, C, EPS, X, DPN, PNl )
C

C

C

DIMENSION B(NN), C(NN)

DO 100 ITER = 1, 10
CALL RECUR ( NN, ALF, BTA, B, C, X, P, DPN, PN1 )
D = P / DPN
X = X - D
IF ( ABS(D) .LE. EPS) RETURN

100 CONTINUE

RETCRN
END

C
C
C --------.--------------------------------------------------------------
C
c
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C
SLJBROUTIKE RECUR ( NN, ALF, BTA, B, C, X, P, DP, PO

C
DIMENSION B(NN), C(NN)

PO = 1.
P1 = X + ~ALF-BTA ) / (ALF+BTA+2. )
DPO = O.
DP1 = 1.

C

C

DO 100
P =
DP =
PO =
P1 =
DPO =
DP1 =

100 COl\TINUE

RETURN
END

J = 2, NN
( X-B(J) )
( X-B(J) )
Pl
P
DP1
DP

* Pl - C(J) * PO
* DP1 + P1 - C(J) * DPO

c
c
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

SUBROUTINE RAYLEIGH ( BP2, BS2, BRL, RPB )
C
C SLOWNESS OF RAYLEIGH WAVE
C

C

R (B) = 4. * B * B * SQRT { ( B * B - BP2 ) * ( B * B -BS2 ) )
+ - ( 2. * B * B - BS2 ) ** 2

RPRIME (B) = 4. * B**3 * ( SQRT ( (B*B-BS2)/(B*B-BP2)
+ + SQRT ( (B*B-BP2)/(BtB-BS2) ) )
+ -8. *B* ( 2. *B*B - BS2 - SQRT ( (B*B-BP2) * (B*B-BS2) ) )

EPS = 1.0E-13
XNU = 0.5 * ( BS2 - 2. * BP2 ) / ( BS2 - BP2 )

C
C INITIAL TRY VALVE
C

B = SQRT (BS2) * ( 1. + XNU ) / ( 0.87 + 1.12 * XNU )
C

100 BRL = B - R (B) I RPRIME (B)
ERR = ABS ( ( BRL - B ) / B )
IF ( ERR .GT. EPS THEN

B = BRL
GO TO 100

ELSE
RPB = RPRIME (BRL) I BRL
RETURN

Elm IF
C
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END
C
C

C ------.----------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

SUBROUTINE GENTHI
C

COrtHON
CONMON
COm'ION
CONi'lON
Cor'1i'10N

+

/SLOW/ BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2, BSP
/GEMF/ YP, ZP, FS, FC
/GE~G/ X, Y, Z, QS, QC, RO, R, R2
/TIME/ TIP, TIS, T1H, TBM, T2, T3P, T3S, T3H
IFACT/ 8GR, SGI, AFR, AFI, AFP, AFS, BTR, BTL,

S2R, S2I, S2P, S2S
C
C GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES
C

iP = y :t: FC - Z :t: FS
ZP = -Y * FS - '7 * FeLJ

RO = SQRT ( y

* x + y * y )'"
R2 = y * y + Y * Y + Z * Z'" ""
R = S(~RT (R2)
QS = y / RO
QC = X / RO

C
C COGSTA~TS USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE
C

QFC = 1 - "" * QC * Fe * FC. ~'-

YZ = 1.-

* Y + '7 * '7
" LJ U

:~ZP = <\ *
,- + ZP l ZP"'

E~C = D-r--,.-, - DC'':> * FS * FS>1"0 IJr L u'-'<.-
..... r ... -"'7 = EO l FS + Z * QS * Feh.U~~

c
C CO\DITIONS TO EKSURE HEAD ~A¥E CO~TRIBUTIONS

HI = RO / R - BP / BS
H3A = BP / BS - FS / SQRT (QFC)
H3B = BS:t:YPlQC:t:FC:t:FC / SQRT (XZPl + QC*FS*BSP ) :t:* 2 - QS*QS*BFS

TP = P KA\'E ARRIVAL TI:lE
TS = S \\'A\'E ARRIVAL TUlE
TH = HEAD \\'AVE ARRIVAL TPlE
THH = CONICAL HEAD \';AVE cmlPLETION TINE

C
C
C
C

C
C ARRIVAL TIMES
C
C

TIP = R * BP
TIS = R * BS
IF ( HI .GT. 0.) THEN

TIH = Z * BSP + RO * BP
ELSE

TIH = 1.0E10
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(BFS) - ZP * BSP ) I FC

EKD IF
THM = R2 * BSP / Z

C
T2 = R2 * BR / X

C
T3P = SQRT (XZP) * BP
T3S = SQRT (XZP) * BS
IF ( H3A .GT. 0.) THEN

IF ( H3B .GT. 0.) THEN
T3H = ( ABS (X) * SQRT

ELSE
T3H = 1.0EI0

END IF
ELSE

T3H = BS * ROZ / SQRT (QFC)
END IF

C
C USEFUL FACTORS IN OTHER SUBROUTINES
C

C

SGR = RO I R2
SGI = Z I R2
AFR = Y * QC I YZ
AFI = Z * QC / YZ
AFP = YZ * ( BR * BR - BP2
AFS YZ *

/ BR * BR BS2= \ -
BTR = YP * QC * FC I XZP
BTl = ROZ I XZP
S2R = QS * QC * FC * FC I QFC
S21 = FS I QFC
S2P = BP2 * QFC
S2S = BS2 * QFC

RETURN
END

C
C
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

FUNCTION Ul (T)
C

C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C)
COMMON IIDEXI IWAVE
COMMON ISLOWI BP, BS, BR, BPZ, BS2, BSP, B2
COMMON IGEMGI X, Y, Z, QS, QC, RO, R
COMMON ITIMEI TIP, TIS

Ul = O.
IF ( T .LE. TIP )

c
C SPHERICAL P WAVE CONTRIBUTION
('<,,,
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IK,\VE = I
B2 = BP2
QJ = SQRT ( T * T - TIP * TIP ) / R
UI = SUNPS (QJ)
IF T .LE. TIS ) RETURN

C
C SPHERICAL S WAVE CONTRIBUTION
C

HlAVE
B2
QJ
UI
RETURi-J

= 2
= BS2
= SQRT
= UI +

( T * T - TIS * TIS ) / R
SU1'1PS (QJ)

C
END

C
C

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C)
COMMON /IDEX/ IWAVE
COMMON /SLOWj BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2, BSP
COMMON /GEMG/ X, Y, Z, QS, QC, RO, R
COMMON /TIME/ TIP, TIS, TIH, THM

UIH = O.
IF ( ( T .LE. TIH

c

C

c

FUNCTION UIH (T)

. OR . ( T • GE. THH ) ) RETURN

C CONICAL HEAD WAVE CONTRIBUTION
C

C

IKAVE
QQ
QH

= 2
= ( T - Z * BSP ) / RO
= SQRT ( QQ * QQ - BP2

c

IF T .LE. TIS) THEN
UIH = SUMHO (QH)

ELSE
QJ = SQRT ( T * T - TIS * TIS ) / R
UIH = SUMHI ( QJ, QH )

END IF
RETURN

END
c
C
C ------------------------------------------------------ ---------------~

C
C

FUNCTImJ U2 (T)
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C
IMPLICIT CO~PLEX (C)
COMMON /IDEX/ IWAVE
COMMON /SLOWI BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2
COMMON IGEMFI YP, ZP, FS, FC
COMMON IGEMG/ X, Y, Z, QS, QC
COMMON ITIMEI TDUM(4), T2
COMMON IFACT/ FDUM(2), AFR, AFI, AFP, AFS

C
DATA CI I ( 0., 1. ) I

C
U2 :: O.
IF (X. LE. O. ) • OR. ( T . LE. T2 ) ) RETURN

C
C CONICAL P WAVE CONTRIBUTION
C

HiAVE :: 1
TP :: T - X * BR
TEN :: SQRT ( TP * TP + AFP )

CAF :: AFR * TP + CI * AFI * TEN
CAFT :: AFR + CI * AFI * TP I TEN
CX :: CI * BR
CY :: CI * CAF I QC
CXY :: C" * CX + Cy * CY.~

CZP :: SQRT ( BP2 + CXY )
CZS :: SQRT ( BS2 + CXY

,
)

CALL SOUReV ( CX, CY, CXY, ezp, czs, CR, CF )
CG :: ( CI * CY * FC + CZP * FS ) * CR
U2 :: REAL ( -CI * CF * CAFT I CG )

C
C CONICAL S '·lAVE CONTRIBUTION
C

C

I\';AVE :: 2
TEN :: SQRT ( TP * TP + AFS )
CAF :: AFR * TP + CI * AFI * TEB
CAFT :: AFR + CI * AFI * TP I TEH
CX :: CI * BR
CY :: CI * CAF / QC
CXY :: CX * CX + CY * CY
cZP :: SQRT ( BP2 + CXY )
czs :: SQRT ( BS2 + CXY )

CALL SOURCV ( ex, CY, CXY, CZP, CZS, CR, CF )

CF :: CF / CZS
CG :: ( CI * CY * FC + CZS * FS ) * CR
U2 :: U2 + REAL ( -CI * CF * CAFT / CG
RETURN

END
C
C
e ----------------------------------------------------------------------
e
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C
FUi\CTION U2H (T)

C

C

C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C)
CO~mON IIDEXI IWAVE
COMMON ISLOWI BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2
co~mON IGEMFI YP, ZP, FS, FC
COMMON IGEMGI X, Y, Z, QS, QC
COMMON ITIMEI TDUM(5), T2S, T2H
COMMON IFACTI FDU~1(2), AFR, AFI, AFP, AFS

DATA CI I ( 0., 1. ) I

U2H = O.
IF ( ( T . LE. T2H ) . OR. ( T . GE. T2S ) } RETURN

C
C PLANE HEAD ~AVE CONTRIBUTION
C

C

IWAVE
TP
TEi'l

= 2
= T - X * BR
= SQRT ( AFS - TP * TP )

IF ( Y .GE. O. ) THEN
AFH = AFR *' TP - AFI * TEN
AFHT = AFR + AFI * TP I TEN
SGNP = -1-

ELSE
AFH = AFR * TP + AFI * TEN
AFHT = AFR AFI * TP I TEN
SGNP = 1.

END IF
C

C

CX =
CY =
CXY =
CZP =
CZS =
CALL
CF =
CG =
U2H =
RETtJRN

END

CI * BR
CI * AFH I QC
CX * CX + CY * CY
SGNP * CI * SQRT ( ABS ( REAL ( BP2 + CXY ) ) )
SQRT ( ABS ( REAL ( BS2 + CXY ) ) )

SOURCV ( CX, CY, CXY, CZP, CZS, CR, CF
CF I CZS
( CI * CY * FC + CZS * FS ) * CR
REAL ( -CI * CF * AFHT I CG )

C
C
C -------.---------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

FUNCTION U3 (T)
C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (e)
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C

COHHON
CONHON
CONNON
CO~n"ION

cmU"ION
CONNON

IIDEXI HiAVE
ISLO"I BP, B8, BR, BP2, B82
/GEMFI YP, ZP, FS, FC
IGEMGI X, Y, Z, QS, QC
ITIMEI TDUM(5), T3P, T38
IFACT/ FDUM(6), BTR, BTl, S2R, S21, S2P, S2S

C
DATA CI I ( 0., 1. ) I

U3 = O.
IF ( ( Y . LE. O. ) • OR . ( YP . LE. O. ) • OR .

+ RETURN
T . LE. T3P ) )

C
C CYLINDRICAL P WAVE CONTRIBUTION
C

IWAVE
TEH
CBT
CBTT
CSG
CX
CY
CXY
CZP
CZ8
CALL
CG
U3

= 1
= 8QRT ( T * T - T3P * T3P
= BTR * T + CI * BTl * TEM
= BTR + CI * BTl * T I TEN
= S2R * CBT + 821 * 8QRT ( 82P - CBT * CBT )
= CI * CSG * QC + CI * CBT * Q8
= CI * C8G * QS - CI * CBT * QC
= CX * CX + CY * CY
= 8QRT ( BP2 + CXY )
= SQRT ( BS2 + CXy )

SOURCV ( CX, CY, CXY, CZP, CZS, CR, CF )
= ( CI * CX + BR ) * ( C8G * F8 I CZP + Q8 * FC ) * CR
= REAL ( -CI * CF * CBTT I CG )

IF T .LE. T38 ) RETURN
C
C CYLINDRICAL S ~';AVE CONTRIBUTION
C

n-iAVE =
TEN =
CBT =
CBTT =
C8G =
cx =
CY =
CXY =
CZP =
CZ8 =
CALL
CF =
CG =
U3 =
RETURN

C
END

C
C

2
8QRT ( T * T - T38 * T38
BTR * T + CI * BTl * TEM
BTR + CI * BTl * T ITEM
82R * CBT + 821 * 8QRT ( 828 - CBT * CBT )
CI * CSG * QC + Cl * CBT * QS
CI * C8G * Q8 - Cl * CBT * QC
ex * cx + Cy * CY
8QRT ( BP2 + CXY )
8QRT ( BS2 + CXy )

SOURCV ( ex, CY, CXY, CZP, CZS, CR, CF
CF / CZS
( CI * CX + BR ) * ( C8G * FS I CZ8 + QS * FC ) * CR
U3 + REAL ( -CI * CF * CBTT I CG )
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C ------.----------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

FUNCTION U3H (TJ
C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C)
COMMON IIDEXI IWAVE
COMMON ISLOWI BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2
COMMON IGEMFI YP, 2P, FS, FC
COMMON IGEMGI X, Y, 2, QS, QC
Cml:'10N ITll-lEI TDUi-i{ 6), T3S, T3H
COMMON IFACTI FDUM(6), BTR, BTl, S2R, S2I, S2P, S2S

C
DATA CI I ( 0., 1. ) I

C
U3H = O.
IF ( ( Y .LE. O. ) .OR. ( YP .LE. O. )) RETURN
IF ( ( T .LE. T3H ) .OR. ( T .GE. T3S )) RETURN

C
C PLANE HEAD WAVE CONTRIBUTION
C

HiAVE = 2
TEM = SQRT ( T3S * T3S - T * T )

C
IF ( X .GE. o. ) THEN

BTH = BTR * 'T' BTl * TEN~

BTHT = BTR + BTl * T I TEM
SGNP = -l.

ELSE
BTH = BTR * T + BTl * TEN
BTHT = BTR BTl * T I TEN
SGNP = l.

END IF
C

C

CSG =
CX =
CY =
CXV =
C2P =
C2S =
CALL
CF =
CG =
U3H =
RETURN

END

S2R * BTH + S21 * SQRT ( S2S - BTH * BTH )
CI * CSG * QC + C1 * BTH * QS
CI * CSG * QS - CI * BTH * QC
CX * CX + CY * CY
SGNP * C1 * SQRT ( ABS ( REAL ( BP2 + CXY ) ) )
SQRT ( ABS ( REAL ( BS2 + CXV ) ) )

SOURCV ( CX, CY, CXY, C2P, C2S, CR, CF
CF I C2S
( CI * CX + BR ) * ( CSG * FS I CZS + QS * FC ) * CR
REAL ( -C1 * CF * BTHT I CG )

c
c
C --------.--------------------------------------------------------------
C
C
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C
FUNCTION SVNPS (QJ)

C

C

COMMON /SUMS/ NJ, PT(1000), WT

SUM = O.
DO 100 I = 1, NJ

SUM = SUN + FCTN ( PT(I) * QJ )
100 CONT1KUE

SUl'lPS = WT * SUl'1

RETl'RN
END

C
C

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

IHPL1CIT
COMMON
Cm-lHON
COrlMON
COrmaN
CmIl-I0N
COrH"10N

C
FUNCTION FCTN (Q)

COi-lPLEX (C)
T

IIDEXI 1h'AVE
/SLOW/ BP, BS, BR, BP2,
IGENFI YP, ZP, FS, FC
/GEMGI X, Y, Z, QS, QC,
IFACTI SGR, SGI

BS2, BSP, B2

RO, R, R2

* ( CI * CY * FC + CZS * FS ) * CR

THEN
+ BR ) * ( CI * CY * FC + CZP * FS* CZP I CG

C
DATA CI / ( O. , l. ) /

C
TQ2 = R2 * ( B2 + Q * Q )

C
TEM = SQRT ( T * T - TQ2 )
CSG = SGR * T + C1 * SGI * TEN
CX = C1 * CSG * QC - Q * QS
CY = CI * CSG * QS + Q * QC
CXY = CX * CX + CY * CY
CZP = SQRT ( BP2 + CXl' )
CZS = SQRT ( BS2 + CXY )
CALL SOURCV I CX, Cl', CXY, CZP, CZS, CR, CF\

C
IF ( IWAVE .EQ. 1 )

CG = ( CI * CX
FeTN = REAL { CF

ELSE
CG = ( C1 * CX + BR
FCTN = REAL ( CF I CG

END IF

* CR

C

C

RETl'RN
END
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C -------.---------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

FUNCTION SUt'1H a (QH)
C

C

C

COMMON /SUMO/ NH, PH(lOOO), WH(lOOO)

SUM = O.
DO 100 I = 1, NH

SUM = SUM + WHIl) * FCTNH I PHIl) * QH )
100 CONTINUE

smmo = QH * SGI

RETURN
END

C
o
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

C

C

C

FUNCTION SU:-1Hl ( QJ, QH )

COI'e'JQN /SU:11/ NH, PH ( 1000) , KH(1000)

QC = QH + QJ ) I 2.
QL = QH QJ ) / 2.

SUN = O.
DO 100 I = 1, NH

Q = QC + PHIl) * QL
QQJ = SQRT { Q - QJ }
SUM = SUM + KH(II * ( FCTNH (Q) + FCTNH (-Q)

100 CONTINUE
SUMHI = SQRT (QL) * SUM

RETURN
END

* QQJ

C
C
C -------.---------------------------------------------------------------
C
C

FUNCTION
C

C

HIPLICIT
CO:1HON
CONNON
COi"lrl0N
CONNON
COH~10N

CO!"lPLEX (C)
T

/SLOW/ BP, BS, BR, BP2, BS2
/GEMF/ YP, ZP, FS, FC
IGEMG/ x, Y, Z, QS, QC, HO,
IFACT/ SGB, SGI

R, R2

DATA C1 I ( 0., 1. ) /
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e
TQ2 = R2 * ( BS2 + Q * Q )

e

e

TEi'! = SQRT ( TQ2 - T * 'T' )J.

SGH = SGR :;: T - SGI :;: TEN
SGHT = SGR + SGI * T / TEN
ex = CI * SGH * QC - Q * QS
ey = eI * SGH * QS + Q * QC
exy = ex * ex + ey * ey
ezp = -eI :;: SQRT ( ABS ( REAL
ezs = SQRT I ABS { REAL ( BS2 +\

CALL SOuRC\' ( ex, CY, CX'l, ezp,
eF = eF / CZS
CG = ( C1 *

r.\.'" + BR ) * { eI *GJ.'

FeTKH = REAL ( -CI * eF ;f: SGHT I
I

RETl"RN
END

BP2 + exy j

exy ) ) )
CZS, CR, CF

CY * Fe + ezs * fS * eR
eG )

e
e
e ------------------------------------------------------ ----------------
C
e

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C)
COMMON /IDEX/ I~AVE, IDISP, ISLIP
COMMON /GEMF/ DuM(2), FS, Fe, FS2, Fez

e

e

SUBROUTINE SOuRev ( ex, ey, CXY, CZP, ezs, CR, CF )

e

e

e

DATA C1 i ( 0., 1. ) /

CS = CZS * CZS + exy
CR = 4. * CZP * ezs * exy - cs * es

GO TO ( 100, 200) ISLIP

ezs * FS
ezs * Fe

ezs * FS
CZS * Fe

* FS

* Fe

100 CONTINUE
e
e STRIEE-SLIP
c
e P-\\'AVE

IF ( IKAVE .EQ. 1) THEN
IF ( IDISP .EQ. 1) THEN

eF = -8. * eI * CX * cx * CY *
+ + 8. * ex :;: ex :;: ezp *

ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 2 j THEN
CF = -8. * CI * ex * Cy * ey *

+ + 8. * ex :;: CY * CZP *
ELSE IF IDISP .EQ. 3) THEN

CF = -4. * CX * Cy * es
+ - 4. * C1 * ex * ezp * es

E:\"D IF
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* CS

* FS

* FC

:;: CS

* FS

* FC

C S- \';A \'E
ELSE

IF ( IDISP .EQ. 1) THEN
eF = 2. * CI * CY * ( ( CZS * CZS - ex * ex + CY * CY )

+ + 4. * cZP * ( cx * cx - CY * CY ) * ezs )
+ + ( 3. * ey * CY * cZP * CZS - 2. * es * cs ) * CZS

ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 2) THEN
CF = 2. * CI * CX :;: ( ( czs * ezs + cx * cx - Cy :;: Cy )

+ - 4. * cZP * ( cx :;: cx - CY * CY ) * czs )
+ - 8. * CX * Cy * eZF * ezs * czs

ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 3) THEN
CF = 3. * CX :;: CY :;: CZP * CZS * CZS * FS

+ + 4. * C1 :;: cx * ezp * cs * CZS * FC
END IF

END IF
C

RETURN
e

200 COt~TINUE

+ CY :;: CY l * FC')w"

* CZP :;: CZS * FC2

+ CY :;: CY ) * FS2

* CZP :;: CZS * FC2

+

+

+

P-\';AVE
IF ( IWAVE .EQ. 1) THEN

IF ( IDISP .EQ. 1) THEN
CF = -4. :;: CI * CX * CZS * ( CZP :;: CZP

+ 3. * CX * CY
ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 2) THEN

eF = -4. :;: C1 * Cy * CZS * ( cZP :;: CZP
+ 3. * CY :;: CY

ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 3) THEN
CF = -2. * ( ezp :;: czp + Cy * Cy ) * es :;: FS2

- 4. * C1 * CY * cZP * CS * FC2

C
C DIP-SLIP
e
C

END IF
C S-I\,AVE

ELSE
IF ( IDISP .EQ. 1 )

CF = 2 . * CI :;: CX
+
+

THEN
* ( ( ezs * ezs - ey * ey ) * cs

+ 4. * CY :;: Cy :;: ezp :;: CZS ) * FS2
- 8. * CX :;: Cy :;: cZP :;: CZS :;: CZS :;: FC2

ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 2 THEN
CF = 2. :;: CI :;: CY:;: (2. * CZS * CZS + cx :;: ex ) * CS

+ - 4. * CX :;: ex * ezp :;: ezs ) * FS2
+ + ( 3. :;: CX ~ cx :;: cZP * CZS - 2. :;: CS * CS ) * CZS * FC2

ELSE IF ( IDISP .EQ. 3) THEN
CF = 4. :;: CZP * CZS * ( CXY + CY * CY ) * CZS * FS2

+ + 4. * CI * CY :;: CZF * es :;: CZS * FCZ
EI'JD IF

END IF
e

RETl"RN
e
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